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~~~~~~*~~~~~~

TENETS

* Nothing is, or is as it is, unless someone says and judges it to be so. Who then is (or who is it we say is) the judge, including the final
judge?
* If we ever experienced a problem anywhere, it came about, in some degree, due to certain wrong assumptions, either co-present
with, or just prior to the given problem's actually taking place.
* Unless you believe in God, the One, and or the infinite, every assumption is contingent.
* PROCESS (or if you prefer spirit, or activity) PRECEDES IMAGE. Image may, to some extent, (and sometimes almost perfectly)
represent process. But process is always superior to and always more real than image. If process precedes image this might suggest
also that mind precedes matter and energy.
* Everything we believe, or say we know, is based on a factual or value judgment. Both kinds of judgment always entail the other to
some extent, and nothing can be known or exists for us without them.
* No fact or purported fact is true or false without someone to assert and believe it to be such. If an assertion or claim is deemed true
or false then, and we are thorough, we should ask who is it that says so (or has said so), and what criteria are (were) they using? There
is no such thing as "faceless" truth or reality -- at least none we are capable of knowing.
* You can't escape reason. If you aren't rational yourself, someone else will be rational for you; nor do their intentions toward you
need to be friendly or benevolent.
* Every point of view and opinion has its truth to it -- even the most abhorrent and unacceptable to us. This said, we are naturally
inclined to assume that some opinions have much greater truth to them than others. Even so, what little truth there is in any point of
view must, at least at some juncture, and certainly with respect to issues of heated controversy, be justly and reasonably respected.
Why? Because we would not be honest (and therefore not truthful) if we didn't.
*Ultimately, and when all is said and done, thought without heart is nothing.
* Most, if not all, of society's very worst problems arise from (certain) spirit people and those who listen to them -- whether the former
comes in the shape of "God," angel, devil or what have you. It is these people who are most the source and cause of real unhappiness.
If then you chance to have contact with such, while having (one assumes) overcome their lures, deceptions, and pretenses of
benevolence and higher knowledge, I recommend that this (i.e., "unhappiness" or "unhappiness itself") is what you call them. Blame
them for (most) everything wrong; for it is it is they who have been and are the ruin of everyone and everything (that is, if anyone is or
could be said to be so.)

Mottos:
“When you can face me, I’ll consider taking you seriously.”

“Millions for defense; not one cent for tribute!”
“The whole of the city is at the mercy of a gang of criminals, led by a man who calls himself the Kid. And I’m the only one who can

find him for you.”



Note. The “oracles” are given, top to the bottom of the text, in order from the most recent to the very earliest entry (just as originally
presented at gunjones.com); the very first you see below then is the last entered at the website, while the very first entered for the year
is given as the last item in this text.

"On Reason, Morality and the would-be gods" (rough draft) continued from earlier.

One of the biggest problems when dealing with spirit people is the power of some of them -- thinking here particularly of such who
are professional or veteran criminals -- to pass themselves off as gods or other sort of superior being that "knows better" than we do.
Why listen to a would-be just, correct, or rational argument when here we have a god or someone somehow superior to decide the
matter for us instead? Some people are little able or disposed to be honest and rational in the first place, and are perhaps easily
frightened as well. How much less rational and more skittish are they if a professional criminal spirit, armed with all kinds of proven
magic tricks, mind control, and scare tactics tells them what to do and or think? Right reason or a seeming "god," who will people
listen to as authority?

We can assume God, and by definition, is perfect. But is anyone else? It in no way follows that because a person, whether spirit or
otherwise, is in some ways superior that they are also perfect. And yet in dealing with a high power, con-artist criminal spirit person,
most will tend to be so dazzled and in awe of such that they do not pause to consider what are or might be the failings, drawbacks, and
weaknesses of this supposed superior being. Nor is it in the least likely that a criminal spirit person, who are themselves autocratic
minded or else work for someone who is, will allow you room to question or challenge their deity like importance and presumed
higher authority. Why should they? When by deceit, intimation and bamboozling they can as much as get away with all kinds of
robbery and murder, and even and perhaps (to some greater or lesser degree) transform you into their accommodating dupe or even
slave?

As much as the more professional criminal spirit person can astound, awe and frighten with magic (i.e., create incredible and
convincing illusions), including and possibly predicting the future while displaying other real or seeming extraordinary powers and
abilities it is nonetheless necessary and all-important to bear in mind that there are as many and more things they are NOT capable of.
And it is such inability that gives the lie to their claims or implied pretensions of being "gods." If you are the least bit intelligent
yourself, scrutinize and look carefully for a weak spot or frailty in any one or other of them and you will assuredly find and detect it.
We will be considering more specifically some of their characters and personalities as we proceed, however, among the traits, to give
one example, that very frequently stand out in these people are an extreme pettiness, hypocrisy, and childishness, and which one also
invariably finds in their followers.

Yet "Judge not lest ye be judge" applies here also. It of course would be wrong for us to attempt to judge them, or anyone, in absolute
terms; though admittedly our opinion of one or other of them, quite understandably, might be very harsh or pronounced. Even so, what
we are at here is that if they are in their actions criminal, we have an inherent, common sense right to protect ourselves from them.
And we will be all the more able to do this if we better know and understand what they are really like and how and why they act as
they do.

Compounding the danger posed by misconceptions about criminal spirit persons and combined with their efforts on their part to
mislead and deceive is the widespread tendency of many people to think more like or as herd animals than rationally empowered
human beings. The final and ultimate test or criterion of what is real for such is what others or "everybody" thinks; that is, the given
person cannot themselves reflect or analyze very rationally or deeply so that they then too readily let others do their thinking for them.
Needless to say, this foible or failing can be made to work greatly to professional criminal spirit people's undeniable advantage.

In passing and I would urge, it is important in this respect to remember that whenever something is believed or decided as being true
or false, whether the proposition concerns a FACTUAL and or a VALUE judgment, a JUDGE is necessarily implied. Nothing is
thought of as real or unreal, as true or false (or in part true or in part false) unless there is a PERSON who makes the given judgment.
If then and whenever we say something like A is B, or B is C, etc., what is concluded can never be so unless SOMEONE decides it so.
I address this point at greater length and depth in my book "Peithology: The Nature and Origin of Belief" and for further and more
proper expounding on this point I would direct you to that. But suffice to say, and in short, nothing is real or unreal but that
SOMEONE decides it to be so, and if we would avoid being fooled or or taken in by a con-artist, it is necessary for us to ask WHO
this person is and then how trustworthy and qualified are they to make a judgment or decision on a given question. There is in point of
fact no faceless truth; since any and each assertion or conclusion implies a judge, and therefore a person. Granted, such a fine, albeit
crucial, distinction will probably be lost on most, and even those aware of it may forget its application; still it is something well worth
bearing in mind; hence its mention is we desire to judge and decide more correctly and in a manner consistent with honest, rational
truth.

Both ostensibly and by inference and traditionally, the motive of criminal spirit people might be construed as a) challenge and effort to
diminish the authority of true God in humanity's eyes (at least so the religious will see it), and b) to enrich and empower themselves by
setting up their own authority and government over others and ourselves; such usurpation being possible insofar as we permit and
allow such to happen by our overt surrender or acquiescence to their con-artistry, bullying and manipulation.

Just as with regular people, criminal spirit people are individuals with different experiences, life stories, outlooks, and behaviors
peculiar to each. Like us their attitude, enthusiasm, optimism and outlook might periodically change. They have their good days and
bad days. Not perhaps counting so-denoted "fallen angels," as likely as not they have relatives somewhere who would or might be



ashamed or embarrassed by by being associated with them (i.e., with their being a criminal.) [Note. I had heard at one point that
"Simon the Magician," a notorious CSP felon, had/has a daughter, for example.] And even as much as they are criminal (by our
definition) in their behavior, they are not always disposed to act badly if behaving themselves rightly will secure what they want. Yes,
they are invariably liars, tricksters and hypocrites, indeed incorrigibly so again depending upon the individual. Yet they are at times
not without a certain wisdom and they can be quite right and correct on a given point, just as say a lawyer arguing a bad case might be,
and it would be foolish to say they are always wrong, or wrong about everything. This said, it would be no less foolish to trust them;
when craftily getting the better of you is after all and in practice their vocation. They for example can, in a given instance, imply that
they value love, but love on their dishonest, selfish terms; not in fact unlike a rapist would. People will say "all you need is love," and
yet what kind of love is it that is being referred to? Honest, fair dealing, reliably consistent love? Obviously not everyone feels the
need to be either so qualifying or specific. Similarly what, albeit and perhaps unstated, is included in their conception of that love?
Blind obedience? But blind obedience to what exactly? In short, one needs must be on one guard sometimes when someone throws
about the word or praises "love," all the more so when it comes to criminals spirit people and their dupes and acolytes.

[To be resumed next week.]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

2. First, then, they seized an old man of the name of Metras, and commanded him to utter words of impiety; and as he refused, they
beat his body with clubs, and lacerated his face and eyes with sharp reeds, and then dragged him off to the suburbs and stoned him
there. Next they carried off a woman named Quinta, who was a believer, to an idol temple, and compelled her to worship the idol; and
when she turned away from it, and showed how she detested it, they bound her feet and dragged her through the whole city along the
rough stone-paved streets, knocking her at the same time against the millstones, and scourging her, until they brought her to the same
place, and stoned her also there. Then with one impulse they all rushed upon the houses of the God-fearing, and whatever pious
persons any of them knew individually as neighbours, after these they hurried and bore them with them, and robbed and plundered
them, setting aside the more valuable portions of their property for themselves, and scattering about the commoner articles, and such
as were made of wood, and burning them on the roads, so that they made these parts present the spectacle of a city taken by the
enemy. The brethren, however, simply gave way and withdrew, and, like those to whom Paul bears witness, [Hebrews 10:30] they
took the spoiling of their goods with joy. And I know l not that any of them— except possibly some solitary individual who may have
chanced to fall into their hands— thus far has denied the Lord.
~Dionysius of Alexandria, "the Great" (bishop c.247-265), Epistles, and fragments of epistles, of Dionysius

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

Another from Harper's Weekly, this by Thomas Nast from Dec. 30, 1865. The caption at the very bottom reads "Ulysses the Giant
Killer" (that's Sherman on the pantomime horse.) The individual panels and portraits are special works of art on their own, and well
worth the patient look and examination.



~~~~~~*~~~~~~
"On Reason, Morality and the would-be gods" (rough draft) continued from earlier.

Any given person is against what is "bad" (or their idea of what they suppose "bad" to be),"and yet we are far from all being in
agreement about evil being a problem; that is, and by the definition we employ here, the ultimate source or fomenter of what is bad.
For some evil doesn't exist, or so they say. For others, evil exists and is a problem, but their ideas as to quite what is the cause of evil
are uncertain, erroneous, or else confused. For yet others evil is seen as a positive good (in my "New Treatise" I referred to such
persons as “Orkons” or "Orkonists"); indeed, there are those who practically make a religion out of supporting and celebrating it.

If we say real evil does indeed exist and it is a problem, do those who complain about what is bad, and yet who deny evil's existence,
make any sense? Speaking for myself, I hardly think so; because, for one, if evil exists clearly it can be the cause of various kinds of
bad (i.e., the one thing we are all agreed upon is a problem.) Likewise, if we posit there are persons deliberately disposed to evil, and
yet we ignore or else deny such persons exist, than how better able are we to prevent or contend against what's bad? Unless and until
then we are prepared to admit to and deal with real evil, our efforts to resist or reduce what is bad are severely weakened and impaired
(at least in the long term sense.) If an open sewer is exposing the public to contagious germs, it is of little or makeshift help to rely on
medicines to counteract the illnesses those germs create.

And if we say further that there are persons who calculatingly and deliberately pursue a policy of evil, we will find them, I would
argue, mostly if not always among criminal spirit persons. And yet acknowledging the scientific and empirical existence of spirit
persons is, or at least so it would seem, not the majority view. And, at the same time, if there are actually evilly disposed spirit
persons, they will, not surprisingly, do what they can to generally encourage the beliefs that a) there is no evil, b) that spirit persons do
not exist, and c) that if evil does exist it is to be found anywhere BUT among or coming from spirit people. If then what I have been
saying for years now about spirit people has a true basis in fact, then in order to combat both bad and evil, evilly disposed spirit people
must be combated. But if (and given our premise) the existence of criminal spirit people is denied, then what hope is there of our own
either effectively removing or eradicating bad or evil from our midst in any lasting and meaningful sense?

Some would-be progressives and other well-meaning yet ignorant folk deny the reality or existence of evil; for example, they will
explain evil actions as merely psychological. While this approach is not without some value and truth to it, it deliberately fails to
recognizes that their are persons and powers who are evil not by accident or circumstance, but intentionally so and as matter of policy.

If then evil (in the sense of something far worse and far more harmful and hurtful than mere "bad") does exist or occurs, it is
reasonable to infer that there is someone who is motivated into causing it. What then could possibly be a motive or motives for
someone wishing to bring about evil, that is, evil in the conventional sense of great harm or injury brought about unjustly and not by
unaccountable accident?



I cannot hope or expect solely by my efforts to conclusively prove to all that are reasonably skeptical of the existence of criminal spirit
people. In the course of this and other of my writings I have and will put forth some evidences for what I contend, but readers are, of
course, ultimately left to assess and decide for themselves; and we fully respect this. That said, in continuing I will, notwithstanding
and for practical reasons, assume the existence of criminal spirit people here; so that it then becomes possible to attempt to describe
them and their motives. Again, it should go without saying that final conclusions are for you to make. All I can do in the meantime
and otherwise is try to make a plausible and convincing case that might, in part if not as a whole, persuade as to the merit and
correctness of what I assert.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

From "St. Nicholas Magazine," Nov. 1899.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

I. The persecution with us did not commence with the imperial edict, but preceded it by a whole year. And a certain prophet and poet,
an enemy to this city, whatever else he was, had previously roused and exasperated against us the masses of the heathen. inflaming
them anew with the fires of their native superstition. Excited by him, and finding full liberty for the perpetration of wickedness, they
reckoned this the only piety and service to their demons, namely, our slaughter.
~Dionysius of Alexandria, "the Great" (bishop c.247-265), Epistles, and fragments of epistles, of Dionysius

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"On Reason, Morality and the would-be gods" (rough draft) continued from earlier.

Although there are exceptions, actual ghosts tend to be rather rare in the earliest gothic novels. However, the alternative device of
having a seeming ghost turn out to be a human imposter (à la "Scooby Doo") before long became too contrived and unsatisfying to
many readers, and by 1820's real ghosts and vampires began appearing more regularly; as in tales of the likes of Sir Walter Scott, John
Polidori, Ludwig Tieck, E. T. A. Hoffman, Washington Irving, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and subsequently Dickens, Sheridan Le Fanu,
Charlotte Riddell, Guy De Maupassant, and Ambrose Bierce -- to name some of the more well known and popular. Simultaneously
with this, the earlier insistence that real life ghosts were all and merely instances of vulgar superstition and disturbed imaginations
became pronouncedly more muted.

Yet when the age of spiritualist seances became the rage, in the late 19th century, skepticism became reinvigorated in view of many
spiritualists having been proven or inferred to be hoaxsters or else were commonly seen as such; so that to this day it is ordinarily
assumed that 19th century spiritualism and the summoning of ghosts by way of accompanying mediums, was unquestionably
fraudulent.



At and since that time, alleged accounts of true ghosts appeared in the news every now and then, with two of the most famous being
that of the Bell Witch in Tennesssee and Borley Rectory in England. The former concerned alleged attacks by a reported poltergeist in
Tennessee, circa 1817-1821, but brought to public light in 1894; with the latter purported hauntings at Borley Rectory taking place on
and off from about 1900 to the late 1930s. [Note. The 18th century had its own two quite famous reported real life encounters with the
other worldy persons by way of Epworth Rectory (Dec. 1716-Jan. 1717) and Cock-Lane Ghost (1762) hauntings; which, in passing,
had been preceded in notoriety in 1661 by the account of the "Tedworth Drummer." Of course, one needs only inquire into the
writings of Cotton Mather for other real-life supernatural claims from that more flexibly credulous earlier time.]

By the time movies came into their own, ghosts once more and generally were played down, and outside the very earliest silents, like
those of Georges Melies, their appearance in a film story was scarce. The 20s and 30s were replete with houses of mystery reputed to
be haunted with a ghost, but invariably by the end of the film the supposed ghost turns out to be someone pretending to be one.

In the 1940s and later, it became however more possible to have real ghosts in a film story. One interesting example of this is the
"Topper" comedy series based on the writings of Thorne Smith. The 1942 film "I Married a Witch," also prompted by a work of
Smith's, became a precursor for the 60s tv series "Bewitched." In such comedy supernatural films and later tv shows, while the ghost
or witch is admitted to, it is understood and taken as a given that such supernatural persons or manifestations are not to be talked about
outside of those who are entrusted with the special privilege of knowing them. Examples of such in the way of comedy tv shows that
employ this device (and that many are familiar with) are: "Mr. Ed," "My Favorite Martian," "Bewitched," "My Mother the Car," "I
Dream of Jeannie," and "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir."

~~~~***~~~

The preceding survey or review is, of course, only a very general and cursory summary of what have been some of the predominant
attitudes and outlooks concerning spirit persons and related as found in secular culture in the past few centuries, and of course as well
one could expound at much greater length and depth on the subject; particularly, and further, for example, how in recent decades
ghosts, devils, demons, witches, and vampires have increasingly been portrayed in a supportive and positive light; rather than as evil
doers or malefactors; as was more usually the case in the past.

Despite such widespread coverage of supernatural entities in film, literature, and song, consideration of them as real or based in
something real continues to be down-played, and honest, rational discussion of their empirical possibility strictly eschewed by main
stream science and intelligentsia. In fact, the silence, strangely or not so strangely, can be characterized as deafening. Indeed, outside
books of 20th century "ghost hunters" like Harry Price and Peter Underwood, the topic is not taken very seriously, and when covered
is examined usually more for purposes of entertainment, thrills and putting on a show than serious science. This is all the more odd
when every now and then even the government is openly enjoined to explore and fund research or probing into the possible realities of
space aliens, and this by some scientists, reputed journalists, and persons otherwise recognized or taken as public authority. And yet
by contrast with the topic of space aliens, serious addressing of spirit people is constantly avoided and hushed aside. What? Are we to
believe no one is even a little bit curious regarding a question of such profound implications? True, we have an area of purported
science related to the supernatural or "paranormal" denoted parapsychology, but this approach in practice seems in retrospect more to
have served the ends of obfuscation rather than clarification, and this, for some of its practitioners at least, is even and perhaps its
actual intent and design.

Yet if criminal spirit people are in fact something palpable and real as we here maintain, could it mayhap be that they themselves,
including the very fear and dread of them, play no small role in having impartial, rational and objective inquiry about them dismissed
and brushed aside? And if we posit a "Faust" or "Fausts," that is persons who, whether to a small or great degree, overtly or implicitly,
consciously or unconsciously make deals with such for profit and or hoped for security, could we expect any cooperation or admission
of the fact from such as these? The problem becomes even more knotty and difficult when we take into account the possibility that
such spirit persons would have the credulous, timid, and unreflecting see and receive them as gods, deities, or superior beings of some
kind; including well-meaning religious but who may be duped and fooled by criminal spirit people who are expert at theological
sophistry and capable of creating seemingly religious yet deceptive visions and impersonations. But more and specifically on such
tricks and devices later and as we proceed.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

“Winter” from Harper's Weekly March 2, 1867.



~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Note. This post originally appeared in Jan. 26, 2020, but for some reason I am not finding it in the :Oracles” for that year. Whatever
the cause of this omission, here reproduced is that post.]

Why, WHAT a coincidence! (i.e., as it turns out.)

I initially learned about and was curious to see "Night Life of the Gods" (1935) because Thelma Todd's ex-husband has a small role in
it. Then further upon watching, I discovered several other things of unusual interest. One of the first of these was that the film has
what struck me as several "goomeristic" qualities; such as for example:

1. The bad jokes and ongoing, vapid and mostly vain attempts at cute dialogue and humor.

2. "Faith, Hope, and Charity" are ridiculed and rejected as a tiresome singing trio (a la something like the Andrews Sisters, but pre-
1940 of course.)

3. The main character, an eccentric scientist, has the power to turn people into stone. This is useful for getting them to buzz off or shut
up as he needs them to -- very much like how Samantha Stevens does her little twitch of the nose to do something similar on
"Bewitched." *

The film is worthwhile as an attempt at something creatively different, and deserves credit in that regard, but otherwise it is a failure
except as a period curiosity.

After so viewing, I looked further into its original author Thorne Smith (1892-1934), pictured above. It turns out is also the creator of
the "Topper" ghost-comedy series and the 1942 movie "I Married a Witch," with Fredric March and Veronica Lake in the primary
roles; which latter film is reportedly understood to be the inspiration for "Bewitched." Here's a clip in case for such as might be
interested:

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytyaxrqVNTQ

["I Married A Witch, Starring Susan Hayward,Part 6, FINAL"]

Was all this, in its way, part of the start of what became so common and matter of course later (and to this day)?

-------

* LATER NOTE. I spotted this specific association BEFORE learning about Thorne Smith.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~



Aforetime did the devil deride the nature of man with great laughter, and he has had his joy over the times of our calamity as his
festal-days. But the laughter is only a three days' pleasure, while the wailing is eternal; and his great laughter has prepared for him a
greater wailing and ceaseless tears, and inconsolable weeping, and a sword in his heart. This sword did our Leader forge against the
enemy with fire in the virgin furnace, in such wise and after such fashion as He willed, and gave it its point by the energy of His
invincible divinity, and dipped it in the water of an undefiled baptism, and sharpened it by sufferings without passion in them, and
made it bright by the mystical resurrection; and herewith by Himself He put to death the vengeful adversary, together with his whole
host. What manner of word, therefore, will express our joy or his misery? For he who was once an archangel is now a devil; he who
once lived in heaven is now seen crawling like a serpent upon earth; he who once was jubilant with the cherubim, is now shut up in
pain in the guard-house of swine; and him, too, in fine, shall we put to rout if we mind those things which are contrary to his choice,
by the grace and kindness of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom be the glory and the power unto the ages of the ages. Amen.
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), On All the Saints

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"On Reason, Morality and the would-be gods" (rough draft) continued from earlier.

If the question is asked where are or would spirit people be found if it were possible to locate them, once more I for one could not
presume to answer this sort of question with demonstrative certainty (other then, as a practical matter, to assume it is a "place" and that
has time and space coordinates.) This frankly admitted, they might, for instance, be thought of as occupying a to us "unseen" parallel
realm, or else dimension, separate from our own; from which they can come and go to enter places where we are. Sometimes they are
or have been traditionally spoken of as somehow being from "above" or "down below," that is in the sky or under the earth, but in a
manner is is (or else hitherto) invisible to us. Again, such might be the in some sort of conjunction with the suggestion of a parallel
plane and or dimension. All of which above is offered as hypothesis, not as an irrefutable conclusion.

These various points having been touched on briefly here, in general terms we know criminal spirit people, empirically speaking and
otherwise from their effects; very much like how other scientific phenomena is known, not by our seeing it directly necessarily and or
readily summoning it to be seen, but by the effect it has; an obvious and common example of this, for instance, is warmth from a
machine that produces heat. We don't see the heat, but we feel it, and by feeling it we identify and come up with ways of measuring its
intensity. Now it is possible to see spirit people, but (and as of this date) only when they themselves permit it; though there are or may
instances where they might be seen by accident or unintentionally by them. To this can be added or included accounts or testimonies
of people who claim to have encountered a spirit person, with, needless to say, the reliability or credibility of such claims measured or
ascertained on a person to person, case by case basis.

If, as I posit here to be the case, there are criminal spirit people, they by definition CAN BE discerned and detected by their criminal
activity or criminal activity stemming directly or indirectly from them. That is, if there is a crime, and the crime cannot be reasonably
ascribed to regular persons or a circumstance created by unintended accident (e.g., an "accidental" or seemingly unaccountable death),
it is not unreasonable to consider the possibility of criminal spirit people being the cause of that crime or regrettable event. That
understood, a crime is by no means the only way a criminal spirit person might be detected, but is one criterion that, again given our
definition, stands out most prominently and or else prompts a possible inquiry as to such being in some way or not present and
involved with some ostensibly criminal event. To put it another way, that we do or might have evidence of the existence of spirit
people outside this context (of a crime having occurred), and if that evidence is reasonably credible or verifiable (actually or
potentially), this does and will enhance and conceivably add to our knowledge of the subject of spirit people generally.

Prior to the 18th century that devils, demons, ghosts and witches actually existed was, more often than not, taken as a given, and the
possibility of such preternatural entities was not thought necessary to dispute or dismiss. A ready example of this can be found in
Shakespeare and who speaks of and describes them with an uncanny liveliness and realism. When for example Macbeth, upon seeing
what appears to be Banquo's ghost, cries out "never shake thy gory locks at me..." one is hard put to take something so vividly specific
as the workings of imagination prompted by feelings of guilt or remorse. In addition to Macbeth, other plays where witches, ghosts, or
other spirit persons act conspicuous roles: King Henry VI, part 2; Julius Caesar; Hamlet; A Midsummer's Night Dream; The Tempest.

Yet with scientific advancement, the rise of the Enlightenment and free masonry, and outside perhaps of religion, there was radical
shift away from common acceptance of the assumed actual existence of spirit people; indeed away from religion generally. The only
exception that stands out from this trend is the writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, yet which are understandably treated more as a work
of religion than science; though in fairness Swedenborg is (relatively speaking) often quite scientifically minded and realistically
precise in his descriptions and explanations. [Note. We might also include William Blake here.]

What exactly caused the shift away from acknowledging the reality of spirit people is perhaps more involved then anyone as yet (to
my knowledge at least) has closely or adequately considered. If, for instance, we assume (as I myself do) that there are criminal spirit
people working an agenda, such themselves may have played a key part in encouraging and enacting such a major shift. Moreover,
and given the high expertise and technical sophistication of some or certain types of veteran spirit persons, it is perhaps even possible
that some advances in science and technology were contributed to by them -- but if so, presumably at a "devil's" bargain and huge
price to honesty and morality. When Goethe took up Faust and Mephistopheles as his theme, was he perhaps, whether consciously or
consciously, portraying poetically what was conceivably the most relevant and central character or type of his era and whom perhaps
best represented Western culture and humanity at that time?



Sir Walter Scott's "Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft" (1830) William Godwin's "Lives of the Necromancers" (1834) are
remarkable for their adamant and strident stance in denying the reality of the preternatural. Why, for instance, do they do they allow
not the least latitude for even the empirical possibility of ghosts and spirit persons? (Note. Witches we can here leave aside as only
regular persons being used by or under the influence of criminal spirit people, and therefore all can agree that, and in that sense, they
do not exist as preternatural or supernatural entities.) They prefer instead the word "supernatural," but only because this term of itself
implies something irrational; which by practical definition implies something humanly incomprehensible; thus winning the argument
without really having to make one. They essentially take the view that supernatural sightings or experience are a result of ignorant
superstition, excited passions, or other medical infirmity.

"The Victim of Magical Delusion" (1795) by Cajetan Tschink (1763-1813, evidently a German speaking citizen of Austria as well as I
could determine) is a most curious and unusual work. It defies casual description, otherwise and suffice to say here for brevity's sake,
it is ostensibly a romance, in part gothic, that tells the story of a protagonist who is led from one adventure to another by two strange
conjurers, Heirmansor and Alumbrado, the former seemingly good the latter bad in character. Both describe themselves as acting on
behalf of "God." The protagonist, while alternatively admiring and loathing them, is ever in awe and in reverence of their powers of
legerdemain, and their undeniable superiority over the rest of humanity. Like Schiller in "The Ghost-Seer"(1787-1789), Tschink goes
to great pains and lengths maintaining that "apparitions" (i.e., seemingly real spirit persons) are in truth only elaborate hoaxes
concocted by adept tricksters; the purpose of which is to form and or manipulate the character of individuals at whom they are
specifically targeted. Taken in all, Tschink's would-be alternative and "rational" explanation is even more strange, incredible and
harder to swallow than traditional "superstition." Yet perhaps most significant is his vehemence in asserting that other worldly beings
are not to be discussed, or that what we take to be them is invariably only human in origin.

[To be continued]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

And if any one believes not that death is abolished, that Hades is trodden under foot, that the chains thereof are broken, that the tyrant
is bound, let him look on the martyrs disporting themselves in the presence of death, and taking up the jubilant strain of the victory of
Christ. O the marvel! Since the hour when Christ despoiled Hades, men have danced in triumph over death. “O death, where is your
sting! O grave, where is your victory? ” [1 Corinthians 15:55] Hades and the devil have been despoiled, and stripped of their ancient
armour, and cast out of their peculiar power. And even as Goliath had his head cut off with his own sword, so also is the devil, who
has been the father of death, put to rout through death; and he finds that the selfsame thing which he was wont to use as the ready
weapon of his deceit, has become the mighty instrument of his own destruction. Yea, if we may so speak, casting his hook at the
Godhead, and seizing the wonted enjoyment of the baited pleasure, he is himself manifestly caught while he deems himself the captor,
and discovers that in place of the man he has touched the God. By reason thereof do the martyrs leap upon the head of the dragon, and
despise every species of torment. For since the second Adam has brought up the first Adam out of the deeps of Hades, as Jonah was
delivered out of the whale, and has set forth him who was deceived as a citizen of heaven to the shame of the deceiver, the gates of
Hades have been shut, and the gates of heaven have been opened, so as to offer an unimpeded entrance to those who rise there in faith.
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), On All the Saints

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

As much as I DO NOT especially relish or enjoy doing so, I am at the moment trying to put together a second, formal writing on
criminal spirit people, tentatively title "On Reason, Morality and the would-be gods." Quite how long or how much I will put into it I
am not yet set upon, but have decided to piece it together in segments over time. While doing so, I will post what I have written here at
this website; in effect first presenting it in this way in ongoing, ROUGH DRAFT (i.e., warts and all), installments. That there is or
might be interest and or an audience for what I write, helps me to continue on what ostensibly will be (as it seems it will be at present)
a protracted process and endeavor; at the same time, if (and worse come to worse) I never actually get around to completely it
properly, there will at least be this rough draft of it extant. The following then is what I have of it, with hopefully more to appear as
time gets on.

------

In my earlier "A New Treatise on Hell" (200?), along with its accompanying "Narrative," the primary intent was to address the subject
of "criminal spirit people," and this from an objective and empirical viewpoint. I made clear at that time mine endeavor was rather a
preliminary dissertation and investigation to serve as as an introduction to the subject, and that much of what I had to say was
conjectural and on a given point perhaps (and as it might turn out) flat out in error. Yet the phenomena of criminal spirit people, and
the "regular" (or flesh and blood) persons involved in their machinations, are, without question, real enough; only that which is known
is to a large extent sketchy and there is much still that needs to be looked into, examined and further explored. But one must start
somewhere, and this is what I tried and set out to do. I cannot claim that in every instance my observations or conclusions are one
hundred percent accurate: I may be only partly right or even flat out wrong in what is my surmise or interpretation. But if so, I can at
least acknowledge at the outset the possibility, and my willingness to be corrected by others who know or who can explain the given
matter better than I have.



By "criminal spirit people" I mean "other worldly" persons whom we vulgarly and traditionally identify as "demons," "ghosts," and or
else "gods." One could or might address the question of non-criminal spirit people, yet inasmuch as the criminal ones are a serious
problem and thus call for their being addressed as a topic, the other category of non-criminal has no such practical mandate here.

According to my view, a spirit person is by definition criminal if they or those under their orders engage in behavior that can be
identified as criminal if done by a regular person: for example, murder, torture, robbery, physical assault and battery, vandalism. And
just as with "regular" people, a spirit person may be more or less guilty: so that a given one might be classed as a misdemeanor sort
another a hard core offender; this other a dumb slave coerced into wrong doing; this yet other a veteran and career criminal, etc. In my
experience and speaking in very general terms, most criminal spirit people would seem to be males, but there are female criminal
spirit on occasion as well.

It is of course and as you know out of hand assumed or asserted by some that criminal spirit people do not exist. It is by contrast my
contention that they most certainly do, but while stating emphatically the task, for a number of different reasons, not least of which
long standing dogma and childish prejudice on the subject, is far from being an easy one. For one thing the contest becomes one of:
what will determine what is truth and by what authority is such established? Sheer violence and worldly, physical might, or honest and
right reason and science? For if, at least for the sake of argument, we posit criminal spirit people, and such who would dress
themselves on occasion with the mantle of would-be "gods," who then will people listen to as authority? Such "gods" or an honest,
rational person? For many, perhaps even most, the answer would seem to be the former. That is, if what I claim about there actually
being criminal spirit person is true, there are or will be those who, given the dishonest and criminal character of such preternatural
persons, will do what they can to gainsay and refute the honest rational thinker on the question and subject proposed. And this, let it be
understood, at least as I understand it, is what someone like myself is up against in attempting to make my case. But whether or not
you are prepared to accept the key premise, I respectfully request you my reader might at least entertain it tentatively, and in short
keep an open, dispassionate and objective mind; suspending judgment as need be till what we have of something like the full story can
be told and on (at present) a rudimentary basis be explored and considered.

Owing to the many and challenging complications involved in discussing the subject of criminal spirit people, the work now before
you is one addressed to lovers of honest, rational, scientific truth, and less so offered as persuasive and plausible rhetoric to exhort the
masses to the validity of what I claim. More wise, intelligent and courageous people must first take up the question in order to
properly ascertain the factual viability and correctness of what I am proposing. Otherwise, the subject too easily lends itself to
distortion and gross misunderstanding; something, naturally, we would want to avoid.

This said, I have no desire here to start anew what I already tried to do in my "New Treatise." Instead, what I will attempt at present is
to expand on, and as need be qualify and correct, what is stated there and in my "Narrative." Though occasionally I will re-state or
reintroduce something from them, a proper and more fully adequate grasp and understanding of this present work therefore requires
that you be familiar with those two earlier writings before proceeding; and both the "New Treatise" and the "Narrative" are here
included as appendices. If at no time, I have not for some sufficiently proven the existence of criminal spirit people, or accurately
described them, it is hoped that the topic might at least be considered, with others subsequently perhaps taking up and more
successfully where I have failed or come up short. Furthermore, that there are gaps or only scarce coverage of a given aspect of the
phenomenon, I hope is to some extent pardonable given its novelty, newness, peculiarity, and the vast scope of its aspects and
implications, both potential and obvious, on various areas and departments of both scientific study and practical endeavor.

For if what I argue and maintain is, as it turns out and I myself know to be, true, no subject within our comprehension has greater
implications on the nature and quality of our lives. That sentient, calculating persons, not identified as human according to the
common acceptance and understanding of that term, can surreptitiously invade, plant themselves in our midst and act as criminals, or
as persons of authority to be obeyed no less, has had and does have an enormous impact on and huge ramifications affecting the
character of life: whether the life of an individual, a family, and or a society. But more on this particular point later.

That I would write on this subject for fun, career, personal profit, or ambition could only be true in a very small and incidental sense. I
only wish someone else or others would take it up in my place, and I could get on with other projects of greater personal interest. But
circumstances are and have been such, including my having ongoing and direct contact with criminal spirit people for over three
decades, that have rendered and turned this task into an obligation: an obligation, again, it would be far more easy to pass on to others
were it feasible to do so. While it is true I have since my adolescence been interested in and read about "real life" ghosts as a leisurely
pastime, say for instance by way of the books of Peter Underwood, the subject as I consider it here came to me -- not me to it -- and
quite violently and in a protracted way, as recounted in my Narrative.

Aside from the "New Treatise" and "Narrative" and what they contain, I have written about criminal spirit people on and off and
sporadically for the past two decades online at my website www.gunjones.com, and have until now postponed the thought of again
putting together something more formal in character. What then that follows here is exactly that.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++===

From a scientific viewpoint, from whence and exactly what criminal spirit people are is not so surprisingly open to question. Based on
tradition, they might be thought of as some kind of "human like" and rationally empowered person that preceded man, such as for
example angels or in the case of criminal spirit people "fallen" angels, and or they may be "regular" persons who have died but who
somehow go on or resume living on a different plane or dimension. My own guess on the subject, and it is only a guess, is the notion



of "criminal spirit people" refers to BOTH of these types working under a common leadership and toward a common goal or end;
though it is conceivable that leadership and goal may change (just as it does with human governments and societies.)

Although in my "New Treatise" I spend some time in an attempt to describe their physicality, here again there is simply much that isn't
known. I refer to them as "spirit people," but does this merely mean a person with a tenuous, albeit palpable and real, materiality? Off
hand this is my impression, yet again it is not inconceivable their bodies (or the bodies of some of them) are more substantial than that
and in a manner not known to us. However, for practical purposes we will think of them here as being in appearance like what we
commonly think of as a spirit or ghost but a spirit or ghost that can move light and not very heavy physical objects. Some are capable
of holding you down for a time, say if you are lying in bed, or strike you a blow to the head. Yet such powers are apparently and most
of the time of only a relatively brief duration.

Just as with regular people they can vary in their attractiveness or unattractiveness of their appearance. Though in my own experience
I have never seen an oriental Asian, Middle Eastern Arab, or Black negroid spirit person, what exactly should be read into this is at
present unclear.

On an unusual occasion they can materialize or seem to become embodied like a regular person, but whether this is just a trick or
illusion created for the eye, or whether they can materialize into something more substantial, again like a regular person is substantial
in the matter of his or her physical constitution, maybe possible, but it would seem to me best for the time being to think of this as
unlikely.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

As Chico Marx said “Get tough!"

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyDo3h1Tu7c

["Romeo and Juliet – Dance of the Knights (The Royal Ballet)" - Royal Opera House "screened live around the world and on BP Big
Screens on 11 June 2019."]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

And this [i.e., speaking] I may attempt all the more boldly, since the Father requests me, and the Church is with me, and the sainted
martyrs with this object strengthen what is weak in me. For these have inspired aged men to accomplish with much love a long course,
and constrained them to support their failing steps by the staff of the word; and they have stimulated women to finish their course like
the young men, and have brought to this, too, those of tender years, yea, even creeping children. In this wise have the martyrs shown
their power, leaping with joy in the presence of death, laughing at the sword, making sport of the wrath of princes, grasping at death as
the producer of deathlessness, making victory their own by their fall, through the body taking their leap to heaven, suffering their
members to be scattered abroad in order that they might hold their souls, and, bursting the bars of life, that they might open the. gates
of heaven.
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), On All the Saints

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Thanksgiving Ahead (and then what?)

Was there anything ever done or urged more in bad taste than Black Friday?

----------

There is so much darkness in this world, in modern society, that it is easy for even the most well-meaning to stumble, trip, or lose their
way.

----------

Like it or not, the Jews are rich by divine inheritance. Now whether a given one has used that inheritance justly and wisely or not, and
or not been corrupted by such riches is, in a given instance and perhaps, another question. That they, as alleged by some, have
inherently superior souls however is a wishful and imagined myth and fiction.



----------

If the truth be told (which it rarely is in such matters), unless you are ruled and live your life by the dictates of honest rational truth,
and possess a truly generous and selflessly loving heart, all the rest you do or may have ultimately is or becomes little more than a
mirage and illusion.

----------

The church deserving of being mocked is the church the "devil" impersonates or that part of it he has hijacked and occupies;
meanwhile and do note, the "devil" (and criminal spirit people generally) is never mocked.

----------

We always see persons and things in their parts and never true whole or entire, due to our contingent and less than infinite grasp of
things.

----------

If someone is jealous of you (and whom you perhaps do not even care about), does that confer a benefit on you? Are you obligated to
send them, say, a check paying and reimbursing them for the supposed benefit? I would have thought the answer to this was obvious,
but (to my surprise and) apparently not.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

That our soul is rational, one might demonstrate by many arguments. And first of all from the fact that it has discovered the arts that
are for the service of our life. For no one could say that these arts were introduced casually and accidentally, as no one could prove
them to be idle, and of no utility for our life. If, then, these arts contribute to what is profitable for our life, and if the profitable is
commendable, and if the commendable is constituted by reason, and if these things are the discovery of the soul, it follows that our
soul is rational.

Again, that our soul is rational, is also proved by the fact that our senses are not sufficient for the apprehension of things. For we are
not competent for the knowledge of things by the simple application of the faculty of sensation. But as we do not choose to rest in
these without inquiry, that proves that the senses, apart from reason, are felt to be incapable of discriminating between things which
are identical in form and similar in colour, though quite distinct in their natures. If, therefore, the senses, apart from reason, give us a
false conception of things, we have to consider whether things that are can be apprehended in reality or not. And if they can be
apprehended, then the power which enables us to get at them is one different from, and superior to, the senses. And if they are not
apprehended, it will not be possible for us at all to apprehend things which are different in their appearance from the reality. But that
objects are apprehensible by us, is clear from the fact that we employ each in a way adaptable to utility, and again turn them to what
we please. Consequently, if it has been shown that things which are can be apprehended by us, and if the senses, apart from reason, are
an erroneous test of objects, it follows that the intellect is what distinguishes all things in reason, and discerns things as they are in
their actuality. But the intellect is just the rational portion of the soul, and consequently the soul is rational.

Finally, because we do nothing without having first marked it out for ourselves; and as that is nothing else than just the high
prerogative of the soul—for its knowledge of things does not come to it from without, but it rather sets out these things, as it were,
with the adornment of its own thoughts, and thus first pictures forth the object in itself, and only thereafter carries it out to actual
fact—and because the high prerogative of the soul is nothing else than the doing of all things with reason, in which respect it also
differs from the senses, the soul has thereby been demonstrated to be rational.
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), On the Soul

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

If they'd asked me, I would tell them. But they don't ask me. (So I'll tell you.)

"But Aristaeus, the foe [Proteus] within his clutch,
Scarce suffering him compose his aged limbs,
With a great cry leapt on him, and ere he rose
Forestalled him with the fetters; he nathless,
All unforgetful of his ancient craft,
Transforms himself to every wondrous thing,
Fire and a fearful beast, and flowing stream.
But when no trickery found a path for flight,
Baffled at length, to his own shape returned..."
~ Virgil, Georgics, Book IV,



------------

Repeat after me:
"covid belief
covid belief --
he believes in
covid belief"

------------

It is not that I don't trust medicine. Rather I don't trust their medicine and this because I don't believe they are qualified. And I don't
believe they are qualified because they are such who will and merely prostitute themselves to the highest bidder, having no qualm
betraying honest, rational truth in the process.

------------

By definition, the zombie must do as the master commands.

------------

They tell us we somehow are not loved, but this, they think, because no one (outside of God or a saint) really loves them; while they
for their part, being so utterly self-centered, are incapable of (really) loving anyone.

In short, life, as he says himself, is over for him. Yet it does not necessarily follow, however, that it is over for the rest of us.

------------

The numbers, the money, the privileges? Yes. But quality, sincerity, integrity? No.

------------

As they see it the reason they can force ourselves on others is that they are a great people.

We say: If you are truly a great people you would not have need to force yourselves on anyone in the first place. Moreover, how can it
be that persons who claim to be entitled to rule over all of us can hardly reason or behave themselves on the most basic level of
competence and decency; doing everything in your power meanwhile and at every turn to prohibit and or circumscribe honest and
rational debate and disquisition?

------------

"He accuses you of being a bunch of kooks and cranks. What then is your response?"

But it isn't us. It is rather these others pretending to be us, then some of us then mistakenly believing these (pretending) are us.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Do you see that the Spirit is inseparable from the divinity? And no one with pious apprehensions could fancy that He is a creature.
Moreover, in the Epistle to the Hebrews he writes again thus: “How shall we escape, if we neglect so great salvation; which at the first
began to be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by them that heard Him; God also bearing them witness, both with signs
and wonders, and with various miracles, and gifts of the Holy Ghost? ” [Hebrews 2:3-4] And again he says in the same epistle:
“Wherefore, as the Holy Ghost says, Today, if you will hear His voice, harden not your hearts, as in the provocation, in the day of
temptation in the wilderness; when your fathers tempted me, proved me, and saw my works forty years. Wherefore I was grieved with
that generation, and said, They do always err in their heart; for they have not known my ways: as I swore in my wrath, that they
should not enter into my rest.” [Hebrews 3:7-11] And there, too, they ought to give ear to Paul, for he by no means separates the Holy
Spirit from the divinity of the Father and the Son, but clearly sets forth the discourse of the Holy Ghost as one from the person of the
Father, and thus as given expression to by God, just as it has been represented in the before-mentioned sayings. Wherefore the holy
Trinity is believed to be one God, in accordance with these testimonies of Holy Scripture; albeit all through the inspired Scriptures
numberless announcements are supplied us, all confirmatory of the apostolic and ecclesiastical faith.
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), A Sectional Confession of the Faith



~~~~~~*~~~~~~

What You Can (or Could) Expect

As much as I do so, I don't really care to spend time writing about real life criminal spirit people (thinking particularly the very
violent, hard core types), and which I been having to contend and put up with for almost three decades now; including non-stop and
literal violence and vandalism. It does or may sound harsh to say, but they are in fact a disease; indeed the worst of all diseases.  A
virus, for example,  after all does what? Pretends and fools so that it can get in when and where it is not supposed to. I for my part am
and would be a  literary story-teller and rather write fictional ghost stories. But duty calls.

If we ask the question of why has evil been both successful and pervasive on a wide-scale (especially) in recent decades, it is because
of them and the power they possess. One could discuss at length the motives of autocratic spirit people; their characters and intensity
of purpose do vary. But it will suffice here to state is that what they seek is the enslavement of a people or peoples; to be achieved by
forming or framing their character, judgments, morals, and morals; with a mind to getting us to be more like them. The more selfish,
irrational, and depraved we are, the easier it is separate, dis-unite,and thus enslave us.

The follow is an extemporaneous list of (some of) what weapons, methods and abilities they have at their disposal, and what you are
dealing with when dealing with them. If this summary is only sketchy, it is simply because at the time I am not disposed to write more.
As implied, it continues for me to be enough of an overwhelming labor itself just to put up with these people from day to day as I do.

* As the existence of spirit people is either generally denied or refused serious discussion in public venues and forums, this naturally
works to their benefit, and there is no greater power in war than stealth and invisibility.

* The more professional types among them are experts at mind control, including things like hypnotism, and literal (physical) thought
control. Among some of their tricks are transferring thoughts into a person’s head, including words, pictorial visions, and even
creating and or manipulating a sleeping dream. As an instance of how sophisticated these things can be done, imagine an elaborately
detailed painting like Napoleon's crowning Josephine by David, and then visualize it coming to life in all its tiniest details as if it were
not only like a movie, but an actual even taking place at the moment you (in your head) see it.

* In my long experience I have come to believe they can control and manipulate computer programs that are presently running.
Moreover, it is not in the least inconceivable to me that some of the wondrous advances in software in recent years may have stemmed
from them or in part from their input assistance, but, and of course, at what ends up being a heavy, faustian price.

* Despite the "tin foil hat" type mockery, they do indeed have psychotronic weaponry, including "brain torture radios," that is
mundane, human technology, now in their arsenal and armory. This is in addition to their more traditional expertise at
chemical/medical and biological warfare; and which they will resort to as they see a signal advantage to be gained. In my view, covid,
more likely as not, originated with them.

* They can employ and control animals to create nuisances or strange effects; and will create pest problems such as with rats and
insects.

* In given instances and depending on the given spirit person's prowess, can pretend to be God or some god; with many well-meaning
religious people being duped by them; which latter then are used to serve some criminal end.

* The philosophy they encourage is Manichean-like, encouraging moral dualism or relativism: the belief that both good and evil are
equally beneficial and necessary.

* They will arrange a scapegoat, or else second or third banana character to be blamed for something wrong that happens; so that the
real culprit (usually themselves) gets away and goes free.

* They (or their representatives) are the most vociferous in decrying what they are themselves are most guilty of; hypocritically
shaming others for what they are most at fault for. Likewise it is very typical for them to feign neutrality with regard to an issue they
actually are extremely biased about, so as to persuade you into thinking they mean well. Straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel.
What can one say? They can be adroit deceivers, especially, of course, to the unthinking and unwary.

* The bedrock and perhaps the greatest power they possess aside from bullying scare tactics, cunning and certain magical and
technological expertise is all the countless dumb people who trust and believe in their seeming invincibility and perceived superiority
over right reason and reasoning.

(Needless to add, there is more, but that will have to do for me this morning.)

~~~~~~*~~~~~~



[18]
We acknowledge that the Son and the Spirit are consubstantial with the Father, and that the substance of the Trinity is one—that is,
that there is one divinity according to nature, the Father remaining unbegotten, and the Son being begotten of the Father in a true
generation, and not in a formation by will, and the Spirit being sent forth eternally from the substance of the Father through the Son,
with power to sanctify the whole creation. And we further acknowledge that the Word was made flesh, and was manifested in the
flesh-movement received of a virgin, and did not simply energize in a man. And those who have fellowship with men that reject the
consubstantiality as a doctrine foreign to the Scriptures, and speak of any of the persons in the Trinity as created, and separate that
person from the one natural divinity, we hold as aliens, and have fellowship with none such. There is one God the Father, and there is
only one divinity. But the Son also is God, as being the true image of the one and only divinity, according to generation and the nature
which He has from the Father. There is one Lord the Son; but in like manner there is the Spirit, who bears over the Son's lordship to
the creature that is sanctified. The Son sojourned in the world, having of the Virgin received flesh, which He filled with the Holy
Spirit for the sanctification of us all; and having given up the flesh to death, He destroyed death through the resurrection that had in
view the resurrection of us all; and He ascended to heaven, exalting and glorifying men in Himself; and He comes the second time to
bring us again eternal life.
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), A Sectional Confession of the Faith

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

The Return of the Christian Apologist (or what seem TO ME some good and timely arguments on the subject.)

He rejects Christianity for the right reason only what he thinks is Christianity is not actually Christianity. And there are bad versions
of Christianity, just as there are bad doctors, musicians, cooks, mechanics, etc., etc...what have you.

--------

If he isn't honest or good enough then it cannot be Christ who is thought or spoken of.

--------

"Something is wrong! It makes me mad. I don't like what I see!"

Who then, among men, will invariably end up taking the rap for it if not Jesus?

--------

One of the great things about Jesus is that no would-be "god," including Death himself, can stand, up to or face him; such last are
really (and despite magical appearances and their host of zombie followers) cowards, sneaks, cheaters, and bullies, and whom, I would
further maintain and when it comes to criminal spirit people, an (actual) MAN can also face and stand up to if he is duly rational and
believing.

--------

Although in ordinary practice it often tends to do so ineptly, Christianity at least has the maturity to deal with real and serious evil.
Modern science on the other hand is so craven and cowardly it abandons any attempt to even attempt to do so in a way that isn't short
sighted, piecemeal at best, and childish. For example, who or what else empirically (as it were) has then or since even tried to raise the
subject of demonic possession in a credible way?

--------

This one says, in his self-conceived and imagined status as someone wise and learned by experience, that youth and innocence don't
matter because they don't last. Well, and I mean, look whose talking!

--------

It can't be good if it isn't of the truth. And can that be of the truth that lies, prohibits honest, rational discussion, and embeds itself in
secrecy? Yet all to often many would-be scientists, academics, and activists, for all their perhaps good intention, bent on reforming the
world still do this and all the time.

--------



My own feeling on the matter is this. If the heart deeply desires it so, and what it desires is something truly good and just, that can be
attained or made to be so by the greater Heart. So how then is the Greater Heart proven or demonstrated?

--------

No matter how greatly a person possesses genius and intelligence, at last life and the universe end up being much larger and more
complex than they knew or thought they were. The only cure for this is faith in God, humility and charity towards those in need; with
the church, no matter perhaps how mismanaged, faulty or human, the gateway to Christ; who as a matter of inspiration (and
necessarily so) by the Holy Spirit, is the gateway to the overall unity of eternity, futurity, and totality. And if God is, by definition, of
all time, he can heal anything past, present or future, as and whenever he wants to. Such is the faith, at any rate.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted at the Lee's Legion page on Face Book]

Sometimes one wonders "what took so long?," but every now and then history scholars have one of their "thrill of their life"
discoveries. This happened to me the other day when I only belated learned of and acquired Bryan Waterman's (mostly) well done and
much welcome Republic of Intellect: The Friendly Club of New York City and the Making of American Literature (2007). It concerns
the Friendly Club of Elihu Smith and Brockden Brown that I posted about last week. And among it s features especially of remark are
reproductions of hitherto unknown to me James Sharples portraits of Friendly Club members Samuel Latham Mitchill, James Kent,
and William Johnson. While I have seen portraits of Mitchill and Kent in their later years, I have NEVER seen them like this at the
time of the Friendly Club; not have I EVER seen ANY picture of William Johnson whatsoever -- and here it is.

I made a zipped folder of scans of pertinent pages that any interested can download at: https://tinyurl.com/ynt2rdh9

While for a hard copy of Waterman's book at amazon, see: https://www.amazon.com/Republic-Intellect.../dp/0801885663

~~~~~~*~~~~~~
“never shake thy gory locks at me...”

Now how could even a guilty minded person imagine such a thing? In truth, it is NOT imagined. And when they would or might be
seen (or allowed to be seen), it is traditional for certain criminal spirit person actors/performers to mock in a knowing (albeit audibly
voiceless) way. They are typically extremely arrogant people who act like they know everything. But if you are actually a thinking
person, capable of critical thinking, don't believe it, even if they act as if they are Jesus or God Almighty; for being "ghosts" (as such),
and as often as not magicians of a kind as well (or accompanied by such), it is an easy for them to scare, frighten, bamboozle, and
intimidate dumb people; yet they will flee like the night from the dawn if threatened with an honest, rational discussion.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~



[17]
We believe therefore in one God, that is, in one First Cause, the God of the law and of the Gospel, the just and good; and in one Lord
Jesus Christ, true God, that is, Image of the true God, Maker of all things seen and unseen, Son of God and only-begotten Offspring,
and Eternal Word, living and self-subsistent and active. always being with the Father; and in one Holy Spirit; and in the glorious
advent of the Son of God, who of the Virgin Mary took flesh, and endured sufferings and death in our stead, and came to resurrection
on the third day, and was taken up to heaven; and in His glorious appearing yet to come; and in one holy Church, the forgiveness of
sins, the resurrection of the flesh, and life eternal.
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), A Sectional Confession of the Faith

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

The priest and nuns of our local parish hail from the SOLT community (Society of Our Lady of the Most Holy Trinity). The main
SOLT group is located in Texas, and they periodically post mini-homily videos on YouTube. This recent one I found especially, well,
"lovable;" though granted there are doubtless some so blind that they cannot, will not ever see it this way.

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAJzI5o7lXE

["31st Sunday in Ordinary Time (B)" - SOLT Liturgy Prep, Sister Maryam Caritas]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

This past weekend I watched "Missouri Breaks" (1976) with Marlon Brando and Jack Nicholson and it is one of those films that while
I did not exactly like it is nonetheless well worth seeing; but, and certainly, for intellectually mature audiences only to make it worth
the bother. Though true some characters are much worse than others, all (except the briefly appearing Canadian Mounties) are (mostly
or essentially) bad, stupid people or card board stereotypes such that you really and hardly much care about any of them. And this
makes the film interesting in that it depicts how hard core criminal spirit people see things (or would have things be); rendering it
perhaps and ironically Calvinistic in outlook; with Marlon Brando's character being the supreme devil in this drama; even, at one
point, playing Milton's "Lucifer" spying on Logan and his girl friends' "Adam and Eve." The story itself is riddled with
inconsistencies, and the Brando comedy show tends to make it surreal to a point of being too unbelievable to take seriously. But the
suspense is good, and but for the dirty jokes and humor (that I personally can do without) is entertaining; that is if you don't mind
feeling a little sick by the time it is all over.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

But why should I utter such lamentations? There lives still the Saviour of all men, even of the half-dead and the despoiled, the
Protector and Physician for all, the Word, that sleepless Keeper of all. We have also seeds of truth which you have made us know as
our possession, and all that we have received from you—those noble deposits of instruction, with which we take our course; and
though we weep, indeed, as those who go forth from home, we yet carry those seeds with us. It may be, then, that the Keeper who
presides over us will bear us in safety through all that shall befall as; and it may be that we shall come yet again to you, bringing with
us the fruits and handfuls yielded by these seeds, far from perfect truly, for how could they be so?...
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), Oration and Panegyric Addressed to Origen

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted at the Lee's Legion page on Face Book]

"THE LAST DAYS OF SMITH."

For which post/article in .pdf, see:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E0NWDOUUL3sn59LZNt4WX0pzVkGZdE8n/view?usp=sharing

Later Note. I made a .pdf  co-joining both “The Devil and Mary Mathews” and “The Last Days of Smith” available at Scrib at:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VIRMv6SDkddfSAZA-OgQPbQKR3bJs-cW/view?usp=sharing

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

(Some, that is,) OF HOW IT IS DONE



In those days they were careful to avoid offending and knew how to entertain. These days they MAKE A POINT of offending, and as
for entertaining, they don't have a clue; thinking it sufficient to glut the sense with loud noises, senseless violence, and rapid editing.
In those days people were, relatively, free and had choices. These days? Let's face it, force-fed, mind-controlled slaves and to a degree
that is alarming.

-------------------

With the Three Stooges the humor is real and the violence is pretend. With "them" the violence is real and the humor is pretend. And
while the former has been censured and warned against for encouraging violence, the latter are held in esteem for being funny.

-------------------

For all his honors, constant acclaim, and vast worldly wealth, to be or be like him in my opinion would be not so different from living
in the middle of a cemetery. And I for one would not be surprised to learn that the Michael Myers character is in fact based on or an
allusion to him. That is to say, he's there, and there is nothing you can do about it. Meanwhile, none dare ridicule or criticize him lest
they are indirectly made dirty by even that tie or association.

-------------------

We lack not time, but rather the ability to avoid wasting it, and this, by some, is intended lest they be made to compete honestly and
fairly.

-------------------

Though activists reject what is false, it does not necessarily follow that they embrace what is true. Nor is it to the credit of either when
both parties are markedly influenced by or at the behest of low down, profane, depraved, disgusting, and brutish characters.

-------------------

Riches and heaven based on un-scrutinized appearances are neither riches nor heaven. But then they will say, on the other hand, it
works for them.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~
[Posted at the Lee's Legion page on Face Book]

Halloween being just around the corner, I thought it perhaps fitting to share here a bit of early American history many presumably
will have missed; that being the story of:

"THE DEVIL AND MARY MATHEWS."

For which post/article in .pdf, see:
https://tinyurl.com/kk28bxtw

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

WRITE LIKE A PRO!

"It was nine o'clock; but the darkness was filled with light. A great wanton wind — the ghost of the raw blast which travels by day —
had arisen, bearing long, soft gusts of inland spring. Scattered clouds were hurrying across the white sky. The bright moon, careering
in their midst, seemed to have wandered forth in frantic quest of the hidden stars."

~ Henry James, "The Story of a Year" (1865)

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted at the Lee's Legion page on Face Book]



From The New-York Weekly, or Miscellaneous Repository, June 21, 1797:

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

But we, in addition to the homage we offer to the Common Ruler of all men, acknowledge and praise that being, whosoever he is, who
has been the wonderful guide of our childhood, who in all other matters has been in time past my beneficent tutor and guardian. For
this office of tutor and guardian is one which evidently can suit neither me nor any of my friends and kindred; for we are all blind, and
see nothing of what is before us, so as to be able to judge of what is right and fitting; but it can suit only him who sees beforehand all
that is for the good of our soul: that angel, I say, who still at this present time sustains, and instructs, and conducts me; and who, in
addition to all these other benefits, has brought me into connection with this man, which, in truth, is the most important of all the
services done me. And this, too, he has effected for me, although between myself and that man of whom I discourse there was no
kinship of race or blood, nor any other tie, nor any relationship in neighbourhood or country whatsoever; things which are made the
ground of friendship and union among the majority of men. But to speak in brief, in the exercise of a truly divine and wise forethought
he brought us together, who were unknown to each other, and strangers, and foreigners, separated as thoroughly from each other as
intervening nations, and mountains, and rivers can divide man from man, and thus he made good this meeting which has been full of
profit to me, having, as I judge, provided beforehand this blessing for me from above from my very birth and earliest upbringing...
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), Oration and Panegyric Addressed to Origen

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

I think I may perhaps have come up with THE irrefutable argument to quash once and for all practically every and all the religious
claims or impositions of authoritarian criminal spirit people or their zombie followers. It is this.

Now if you have the least familiarity with how some of these sorts typically think, you will know one of their most favorite rebuttals
or grounds of refusal to any and anything you might constructively suggest; and no matter how genuinely helpful to them your
suggestion might be, is: "Absolutely not! I do it MY way -- not YOUR way," and this oft times with a sneer implying they don't think
you are SO great as to do anything YOU think (i.e., such that they somehow, to their great insult and dishonor, MUST listen to you.)

So let's say then you have one of them telling you that you must listen to and answer to the ghoul (he, the greatest of all their gods; this
slang name being an allusion to his ten mile long criminal record.) What do you do? You say in response:

"Oh no...oh NO! YOU listen and answer to the ghoul! I do not! And do you know why? Because I do things MY way, not YOUR
way!"

(AND it REALLY works! Try it, you'll see. They are soundly trounced by their own self-pitying, haughty and implacable reasoning.)

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Oh, but the cruelest cut of all! Face Book "they" now say lacks moral character and is morally bankrupt!
~~~~~~*~~~~~~



Rock-Em Sock-Em Robots: THE MOVIE

B: Why all the secrecy?

A: The answer to that is obvious, isn't it? Because even though what we are doing is right, let's face it, we'd get in trouble for it.

B: What are you some kind of globalist fanatic?

A: We need a global government.

B: Oh, and why?

A: It's the only way to stop the climate crisis, covid, prejudice against LBGTQ... all those kinds of things.... you know!

B: All right, all right. But I do have one question. How come you don't ever protest or call into question biological warfare and
biological warfare development, and or call for an international moratorium against THAT?

A: Well, would it be right, would you call into question a nation's right to defend itself? Besides, I am entitled to make a living too,
aren't I?

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

There is one God, the Father of the living Word, who is His subsistent Wisdom and Power and Eternal Image: perfect Begetter of the
perfect Begotten, Father of the only-begotten Son. There is one Lord, Only of the Only, God of God, Image and Likeness of Deity,
Efficient Word, Wisdom comprehensive of the constitution of all things, and Power formative of the whole creation, true Son of true
Father, Invisible of Invisible, and Incorruptible of Incorruptible, and Immortal of Immortal and Eternal of Eternal. And there is One
Holy Spirit, having His subsistence from God, and being made manifest by the Son, to wit to men: Image of the Son, Perfect Image of
the Perfect; Life, the Cause of the living; Holy Fount; Sanctity, the Supplier, or Leader, of Sanctification; in whom is manifested God
the Father, who is above all and in all, and God the Son, who is through all. There is a perfect Trinity, in glory and eternity and
sovereignty, neither divided nor estranged. Wherefore there is nothing either created or in servitude in the Trinity; nor anything
superinduced, as if at some former period it was non-existent, and at some later period it was introduced. And thus neither was the Son
ever wanting to the Father, nor the Spirit to the Son; but without variation and without change, the same Trinity abides ever.
~Gregory Thaumaturgus (213-270), "A Declaration of Faith"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted at the Lee's Legion page on Face Book]

OF MURDER AND MURDERERS

Outside of Mexico and California, it would seem most tend to think of the European exploration and settlement of North America as
largely an Anglo-American affair. But in truth the vast majority of the original inroads into the continental United States were made
by the French and Spanish. On the Eastern seaboard, yes it was the English, Dutch, Americans that reigned supreme. But with regard
to everything else (including Canada), it was the French and Spanish: the English and Americans only later stepping in to take up what
the French and Spanish had already got well started.

The subject matter is a good century before "our" time (i.e., the Rev War-early 19th century), but for any looking for a rip-roaring
good read (or audio book) this Autumn-Winter, La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West (1869) by Francis Parkman is (at least
most of it) a thrilling page turner. And in fact others in his seven volume France and England in North America (1865–1892) epic are
likewise that way or else have much to recommend them as "edutainment," but "edutainment" that is grounded in in-depth research
and solid scholarship; though granted and allowing for our not perhaps always concurring with Parkman's interpretation of persons
and events.

La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West (1869) is essentially divided into two great adventures: a) the explorations of the upper
Great Lakes regions and subsequently the Mississippi river by La Salle and his both loyal and disloyal companions, and b) the follow-
up attempt to found New Orleans but which resulted in the disastrous colonization of Fort St. Louis at Metagorda Bay on the coast of
Texas; which latter to me is one of the saddest and, when it comes to the colonists themselves, most heart breaking stories I have ever
heard. An engrossing yet crazy sub-plot at the end of the La Salle saga concerns his assassination, and which needs to be read to be
believed. Attached is a .pdf with excerpts from the Journal of Henri Joutel that, among other sources, Parkman draws on. As much as
I like Parkman, the original is even better and so I would direct you to it here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A_J4iK78ZnHOMSuKvRcGwTmudv9PPOCW/view?usp=sharing



Parkman's books and the full text of Joutel's Journal can readily be found else by way of a Google search and or amazon.com, etc.;
depending on your preferred reading format. See also YouTube for audio-book versions of Parkman.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~
[Posted on Face Book]

Adventures in predictive programming, part II, here from 1966. Now some gotta love this one. Who do the hoodlum hippies remind
you of? (One guess per viewer, please.)

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTh9yph1G8U
["Run for Your Life, ep. "Hoodlums on Wheels," Feb 21, 1966"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

Predictive programming 1963? (For what it is worth.)

[See attached download of .jpgs.]

See: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qGCK21q9puFFoDST-nFMEArQKJ0SqSKs/view?usp=sharing

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"ATTENTION! This is your immune system..."

All right then class, what do Mr. Ed, My Favorite Martian, Ghost and Mrs. Muir, Bewitched, My Mother the Car, I Dream of Jeannie,
Harvey (i.e., the rabbit, not A. J. Hidell) have in common? In each instance, it was not permitted to talk about the main character and
or else their all important secret.

All those who then believe these people know what they are doing, raise your hand.

"O K. Not really anyone. But let's put it this way. As long as you are the one being tortured and systematically alienated and isolated,
we won't object."

Which brings us to...

The Torture Chamber of Dr. Insane!



There are in point of fact persons like that. They, for instance, think it is normal and acceptable to use brain torture radios, dream
productions and ghost face demonism. Indeed, it is even alleged and speculated that such are the ones who came up with covid (all
three+ exciting flavors), and I for one would not be surprised if this was true.

Now don't you see? If you blame the wrong person then the one who actually is to blame goes free. Yet if the one who actually is to
blame cannot be named, let alone discussed, what then do you suppose is the result?

And naturally they ask: "Dr. Insane, what is you favorite song, movie, book, (or whatever)?" He says x, or y, or z. They then say "Yes
that is my favorite movie, song, movie, book, etc. too..."

And thus a whole new culture, for a whole new world order, is created. Speaking of which, did you ever happen to notice that in terms
of morals (or lack thereof), sensibility, style (say in editing and sound or music selection), and outside of say China, international film
makers these days all make essentially the same kind of movie, that is, and almost as if they were produced and or directed by the
same person?

Something to think about.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

(In Muratori, V. C. Antiq. Ital. Med. oev., vol. iii. col. 854.)
2. Moreover, the Acts of all the Apostles are comprised by Luke in one book, and addressed to the most excellent Theophilus, because
these different events took place when he was present himself; and he shows this clearly— i.e., that the principle on which he wrote
was, to give only what fell under his own notice— by the omission of the passion of Peter, and also of the journey of Paul, when he
went from the city— Rome— to Spain.
~Caius (early 3rd century), Fragments

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"... And what are we 'SUPPOSED' to do?," it was asked.

To which I replied: Well, can't he be bound in chains and hurled into the abyss? I mean, don't you people do that kind of thing
anymore?

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"...You’re a damned liar!" (He was blaming these poor animals.) "...they didn't do anything! YOU'RE the ones who are causing all
these problems."

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

In 1941.

Undoubtedly one of the strangest, bizarre and (in retrospect now) saddest of relatively more recent Hollywood biographies is that of
actress Diana Barrymore (1921-1960), daughter of John Barrymore. By 1957, at the age of 36, her life, initially so pretty and
promising, was so messed up as a result alcohol and bad marriages that she wrote and published a tell-all autobiography that has her
ending up (i.e., by the date of her book) looking perfectly awful. I learned of her seeing a 1958 movie based on the same (starring



Errol Flynn as her father), but which has since unfortunately been yanked off YouTube (where I saw it.) Out of curiosity I did some
further digging and came across this interview she did with Mike Wallace:

https://hrc.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p15878coll90/id/19/

Although she blames her troubles on having too much too soon, one gets the distinct impression that she was largely abandoned,
except formally and financially, from birth, and tried looking for acceptance with the wrong people in the wrong places; while at the
same time in her isolation becoming (unknowingly) a readily available human sacrifice (i.e., to such as like that kind of thing.) That, at
any rate, is what it seems to me. The cause of her death is reportedly unknown, but the unofficial inference is that she committed
suicide.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rEMr7k6Y2g

["Brenda Lee — All Alone Am I.. ᴴᴰ 4K (Stereo)"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Leave the Cooking to Us.

A: Yuck. These things are horrible.

B: Why, what's the matter?

A: They taste like witchcraft pancakes.

C (similarly served): He's right

B: Well, that's all your gonna get. Because that's all we serve around here.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

"There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.”

(Note. In keeping with community standards and guidelines, the allusion or reference here is to space aliens and extra-terrestrials,
NOT ghosts, "gods," or criminal spirit people.)

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

(In Eusebius' Eccl. Hist., v. 28.)
For they say that all those of the first age, and the apostles themselves, both received and taught those things which these men now
maintain; and that the truth of Gospel preaching was preserved until the times of Victor, who was the thirteenth bishop in Rome from
Peter, and that from his successor Zephyrinus the truth was falsified. And perhaps what they allege might be credible, did not the Holy
Scriptures, in the first place, contradict them. And then, besides, there are writings of certain brethren older than the times of Victor,
which they wrote against the heathen in defence of the truth, and against the heresies of their time: I mean Justin and Miltiades, and
Tatian and Clement, and many others, in all which divinity is ascribed to Christ. For who is ignorant of the books of Irenaeus and
Melito, and the rest, which declare Christ to be God and man? All the psalms, too, and hymns of brethren, which have been written
from the beginning by the faithful, celebrate Christ the Word of God, ascribing divinity to Him. Since the doctrine of the Church, then,
has been proclaimed so many years ago, how is it possible that men have preached, up to the time of Victor, in the manner asserted by
these? And how are they not ashamed to utter these calumnies against Victor, knowing well that Victor excommunicated Theodotus
the tanner, the leader and father of this God-denying apostasy, who first affirmed that Christ was a mere man? For if, as they allege,
Victor entertained the very opinions which their blasphemy teaches, how should he have cast off Theodotus, the author of this heresy?
~Caius (early 3rd century), Fragments

~~~~~~*~~~~~~



Hypnotism Wins

A: Now this person whom you say is so important, is he so in reality; that is, as opposed to in say fiction and in imagining?

B: I don't really know.

A: Then why do you say he is so important?

B: Because many people, indeed most that I know of, believe him.

A: Even if that means being an accessory, if not out and out perpetrator, to vandalism, robbery and the most brutal violence
imaginable?

B: Well, as he himself has many times explained, if it isn't working out for him, it doesn't seem fair that it should be working out for
this other person.

A: I can't believe it. How on earth can you be trusting such a person to make some of your most important life decisions?....Honestly, I
don't think you don't really know what you are doing.

B: I don't claim to know what I am doing. I'm just doing what he says.

A: Oh, and how is it then you decided to do this?

B: I don't in fact know that I did, actually.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

1964 - that cusp of a year (just before, that is and it could be said, all hell broke loose.)

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2_7SHKAtrM

["1964 a go go" – clip of Tom Hansen dancers on Red Skelton show, Sept. 22, 1964]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

How to Write Like Shakespeare

At present I'm both re-reading and watching performances (on DVD) of most of the Shakespeare plays. In the process, the idea that he
could sit down with pen and paper, and compose such lengthy, multi-charactered and multifaceted works struck me as not a little
incredible.

It then occurred to me that PERHAPS what he did instead was, after outlining the prospective play as a whole, he concocted in sketch
form the setting, personae, and general idea of a given scene. Then assigning that scene's characters to himself and other actors, they
played it out impromptu; with an amanuensis forming a rough draft by taking down in writing what was being said; to be afterward
corrected and embellished in the final editing by the bard himself. By such a method, the actors could throw themselves whole
heartedly into the given part, and take things (as required) to the depth of feeling we frequently find in Shakespeare's play. And as the
group of extemporaneous actors were more experienced, it over time became all the easier to make such an approach work. That
alternatively he alone could cover so many characters, moods, and ways of thinking and speaking simply sitting at a desk, while not
necessarily impossible, by comparison seems far more difficult to believe.

Though even if this theory is true, it naturally falls FAR SHORT of what my heading here promises. Yet such proffered surmise might
at least help some would-be playwrights to get started on the right footing.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

I
(Preserved in Eusebius' Eccles. Hist., ii. 25.)



And I can show the trophies of the apostles. For if you choose to go to the Vatican or to the Ostian Road, you will find the trophies of
those who founded this church.

II
(In the same, iii. 28.)
But Cerinthus, too, through revelations written, as he would have us believe, by a great apostle, brings before us marvellous things,
which he pretends were shown him by angels; alleging that after the resurrection the kingdom of Christ is to be on earth, and that the
flesh dwelling in Jerusalem is again to be subject to desires and pleasures. And being an enemy to the Scriptures of God, wishing to
deceive men, he says that there is to be a space of a thousand years for marriage festivals.

III
(In the same, iii. 31.)
And after this there were four prophetesses, daughters of Philip, at Hierapolis in Asia. Their tomb is there, and that, too, of their father.
~Caius (early 3rd century), Fragments

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

"That fellow is a MOST funny fellow!"

This summer we have had quite group of them whooping it up around here where I live, and these Jays TELL IT LIKE IT IS (i.e., as
well as anybody on Face Book or anywhere else for that matter.)

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vWtN5JG8RA

["The Sounds of Steller's Jay - 4K"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

All THAT now done and taken care of, and honestly, who and on a day to day basis do you REALLY fear the most? Them (i.e.,
"terrorists")? Or the ones controlling and censoring honest, rational discussion?

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Tailored to Christianity, I LOVE neo-Platonism, and this video is a neat summary: though 2 cautions, a) in Plotinus, Matter is not
"evil" rather and of itself it is "indeterminate" and does not exist; b) be very careful believing someone who would pass themself off as
a "god." There are, after all, some persons who have acquired super-hero abilities and powers, but only AFTER and as a result of
selling off their peace, happiness, and hope for tomorrow.

Also in Plotinus, and very importantly, you can avoid evil by avoiding false images inconsistent with the Good and or highly at odds
with the Rational. Note, in passing that higher Good DOES NOT need the Rational or Intelligible, yet the Rational/Intelligible DOES
need the higher Good. (And really none of this is so abstruse or difficult to comprehend as it might to some sound.)

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KLPrLrR67o&ab_channel=EricSteinhart

["Plotinus Introduction" - with Eric Steinhart]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

For many various and uncertain things are current in men's opinions. But the truth concerning them is as follows, that Valerian [200-
260 AD] had sent a rescript to the Senate, to the effect that bishops and presbyters and deacons should immediately be punished; but
that senators, and men of importance, and Roman knights, should lose their dignity, and moreover be deprived of their property; and
if, when their means were taken away, they should persist in being Christians, then they should also lose their heads; but that matrons
should be deprived of their property, and sent into banishment. Moreover, people of Caesar's household, whoever of them had either
confessed before, or should now confess, should have their property confiscated, and should be sent in chains by assignment to
Caesar's estates. The Emperor Valerian also added to this address a copy of the letters which he sent to the presidents of the provinces
concerning us; which letters we are daily hoping will come, waiting according to the strength of our faith for the endurance of
suffering, and expecting from the help and mercy of the Lord the crown of eternal life. But know that Xistus was martyred in the
cemetery on the eighth day of the Ides of August, and with him four deacons. Moreover, the prefects in the City are daily urging on



this persecution; so that, if any are presented to them, they are martyred, and their property claimed by the treasury.
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "Eighty-First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Just out --

"MABEL NORMAND SOURCE BOOK: Supplement

A follow-up volume to Mabel Normand: A Source Book to Her Life and Films; containing numerous additional clippings, articles,
and other related periodical items; scripts and synopses to "lost" films; contemporary sheet musics dedicated to Mabel; pictures and
photographs; a retrospective essay, and more.

For Kindle: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09F8LMR1J
Papeback version: https://www.amazon.com/MABEL-NORMAND-SOURCE-BOOK-Supplement/dp/B09F1CW3ZQ

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xQRZP11NXs

["Frankie Yankovic ~ Pennsylvania Polka"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~
[Posted on Face Book]

Crocodile Tears

(Some obvious questions.)

1. Weren't we originally in Afghanistan to liberate it from the Russians?
2. Isn't Ben Ladin dead? Why is it the allege masterminds of 9/11 (i.e., 2001) in Guantanamo have not even been brought to trial yet??
3. Doesn't Isis get covid?
4. Why was Vietnam so divisive and heart wrenchingly inexcusable, yet since as far back as the Bush sr. days, Democrats and
Republican solidly united in fighting wars in the Middle East?
5. Who has degraded, debased, incited and popularized the most crass and brutal violence, along with the glorification of maniacal
vengeance, and terrorized this country more in the last 20 years than pistol toting, cgi-Hollywood, its affiliates Hell rock and junk-
Rap, and Fake news or the Untruths/Disinformation business?
6. What other nations can you name which we should be militarily involved in; with as much actual and moral justification as we are
supposed to have in Afghanistan?

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

During World War II, there were several films specifically tailor-made to different branches of the main armed services; such as, for
instance, Marine Raiders, minesweeper sailors, paratroops, and in the case of "Aerial Gunner" (1943) tail gunners for bombing planes.
The idea evidently was, in part, to given potential recruits and draftees the different lines of military vocation they might consider
signing up for. Having seen several of these, and allowing for their being propaganda films with the predictable and usually not very
flattering racial stereotypes, as movies they can nevertheless still be reasonably entertaining. I watched "Aerial Gunner" just this past
week, and found it extremely good, with an emotionally charged and much better than usual script and credible acting. Over a decade
later after appearing with startling aplomb and panache as "The Bat" in Roland West's  "The "Bat Whispers" (1930), Chester Morris
shows up and who, again along with a superb script, brings it all together. Yes, I myself was at first a LITTLE skeptical before
thinking about watching this, but if you don't mind the overt propaganda bit, etc., it is a film some will get a tug at their heart, big kick
out of.
See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vGsKOq41bk

["Aerial Gunner (1943) | World War 2 Movie | Richard Arlen, Chester Morris, Amelita Ward"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

(I still can't use my website since angelfire is apparently still occupied with its big storage move. For which reason, I will post some
here instead.)



Sure they SAY or would have you believe they are nice people, but they are not really.
-----------
Why did you rob me of my earnings? "Because you are not signed up with the protection racket like I am."
-----------
Not all criminal spirit people are equally bad. Indeed, there are essentially two basic categories: a) grand potentates and their
immediate lieutenants and b) slave people who do the master's bidding. The latter of course are as nothing in power compared to the
former.
-----------
Now why then did I tell them, that notwithstanding their massive material wealth and holdings,  they were worthless? Because if they
had to reimburse only 75% of the damages they owe for acts of murder, torture, rape, kidnapping and robbery they are guilty of, they
would still not have anything like nearly enough to pay only a portion of what they owe.
-----------
The truth? There is no good-heartedness in routine or perfunctory duplicity.
-----------
The way of the world cannot lead to happiness for the simple reason that those who rule the world are not happy people in any truly
worthwhile and meaningful sense. Every would-be, future, new and unanticipated good or discovery must rely on a past good that is
greater to assert or claim value now. So go ask him what is this prior good you base this idea of future good on? Is it quality of life, for
example?
-----------
If he can pretend to be God and get them to believe, what can't he get away with or get out of them?
-----------
If on some occasion you feel like something haunted has come into your life, it probably has.
-----------
When or if the church can't or won't help you, help the church.
-----------
Wouldn't it make much more sense to place a world-wide, global moratorium on the development of biological warfare weaponry,
then be spending all this time, money and effort on masks and vaccines?
-----------
We were sent here [i.e., in life] to do a job, and we are going to do it!

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"I better use brain torture radios, put rats and swarms of ants in people's houses, transmit advanced covid...."

There's your man officer! He's the one!

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

(My website is temporarily down due to angelfire moving their larger storage systems, so I thought I would post this here.)

Career troublemakers, they ARE a real problem. That is, there are these people who make it their business to cause trouble, whether a
little bit or super huge trouble, simply and solely for the purpose of causing trouble; though and of course they will have what they
claim is a just and compelling reason for their so doing. Why do they do this, well to make a much longer story short: because they are
told to by someone, and who firmly believes that violence and vandalism are fully justified if carried out on behalf of envy and or self-
pity. And even if evil can't succeed in conquering, it ever and apparently gives them infinite self-satisfaction to just needle and harass
others.
------

Did Joan of Arc imagine Ariosto and Tasso, or did THEY imagine her?

------

Virtually nothing in creation is so low or so small that it cannot feel love, and even where man's love cannot reach, God's love can.

------

They have been coming up with computer viruses for  so long, didn't it only figure they would come up with a medical one (and then
blame bats for it?)

------

If, as some might reasonably posit, criminal spirit people were, in the "shadows," behind in and responsible (with their hench people)
for creating and spreading, covid, would anything be done to address the problem of such persons? No, because and simply those in
power to address and do something are too frightened, subscribe to the former's protection racket and or else are TOO MUCH in their
pay.

------

It's less the supposed, let alone actual, thing than and more so how it is seen.
------



Just as the religious sees the beauty of creation as proof of the goodness of God, the devil worshipper will ever and similarly point out
instances evil and or hideousness as proof, as they allege, of God's badness. But is God's responsible for what the devil does?

------

Can one with sickness have healing without a doctor? Yes. But better to have one, only he should or must be a good doctor, otherwise
the patient may become more sick than without him. The church then can be likened to a doctor.
------

If America is conquered, that is particularly America, then the rest of the entire world is that much more conquered. Meanwhile, it is
not necessarily in America's or any nation's best interest or at least highly questionable to be acting as a global policeman. Peace if it
will come, will come from people, not governments.

------

Their authority is higher than right reason or honest truth.

------

If, for the sake of argument, and it were somehow necessary, we all could find what we ourselves think were reasonable grounds to
criticize ANYONE. But then isn't this, at least technically speaking and as very painful as it might seem, also true of praising?

------
We Loved ALL Those Kids...They Were ALL good Kids!

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

For many various and uncertain things are current in men's opinions. But the truth concerning them is as follows, that Valerian had
sent a rescript to the Senate, to the effect that bishops and presbyters and deacons should immediately be punished; but that senators,
and men of importance, and Roman knights, should lose their dignity, and moreover be deprived of their property; and if, when their
means were taken away, they should persist in being Christians, then they should also lose their heads; but that matrons should be
deprived of their property, and sent into banishment. Moreover, people of Caesar's household, whoever of them had either confessed
before, or should now confess, should have their property confiscated, and should be sent in chains by assignment to Caesar's estates.
The Emperor Valerian also added to this address a copy of the letters which he sent to the presidents of the provinces concerning us;
which letters we are daily hoping will come, waiting according to the strength of our faith for the endurance of suffering, and
expecting from the help and mercy of the Lord the crown of eternal life. But know that Xistus was martyred in the cemetery on the
eighth day of the Ides of August, and with him four deacons. Moreover, the prefects in the City are daily urging on this persecution; so
that, if any are presented to them, they are martyred, and their property claimed by the treasury.
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "Eighty-First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Reading and watching a version of Henry VI, part 1 of late, I was reminded of Joan of Arc, and the circumstance of her death that, not
unlike the JFK assassination, never ceases to shock and sadden me. It is no little ironic that some of her biggest fans and admirers have
included Mark Twain and George Bernard Shaw, some of the most crass cynics and pompous atheists that ever took up the pen.

If, for the sake of argument, she was deceived by criminal spirit people, i.e., by way of the voices speaking to her, pretending that they
were or from God, could she still and even so be and be considered a saint? Yes. Since such abuse of her could be considered a form
or persecution, and as it turned out ultimately crucifixion; of someone who in her heart was truly sincere, pious, and meant well. To
object and say God was obligated to have stopped such criminal spirit people, to make a longer explanation short, is to misunderstand
God entirely.

The following is Jean Seberg, in 1957, playing the part in Shaw's play; the actress' own real life story subsequently a tragedy, and for
that matter perhaps a martyrdom as well.

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=av5YrzV4I3s

["My Council Is Of God! | Saint Joan | Warner Archive"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpsDLCUldn0

["II.Handel Organ Concerto Op.7 N.5 HWV 310 - II.Andante larghetto e staccato"]



(I prefer the harpsichord rendition of this piece, but there is no "cut-out" version of it on YouTube to post like this. For those, on the
other had, who don't mind navigating, you can find that at 24:50 at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_pBo6fQkVY&t=1005s,
["George Frideric Händel (1685 - 1759). Concertos for the Harpsichord" --Hiro Kurosaki] )

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

7. It is now the occasion, dearly beloved brethren, both for you who stand fast to persevere bravely, and to maintain your glorious
stability, which you kept in persecution with a continual firmness; and if any of you by the circumvention of the adversary have fallen,
that in this second temptation you should faithfully take counsel for your hope and your peace; and in order that the Lord may pardon
you, that you should not depart from the priests of the Lord, since it is written, “And the man that will do presumptuously, and will not
hearken unto the priest or unto the judge that shall be in those days, even that man shall die.” [Deuteronomy 17:12] Of this persecution
this is the latest and final temptation, which itself also, by the Lord's protection, shall quickly pass away...
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "Thirty-Ninth Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

The Home of the Brave

It is implied in Genesis that Cain was to push the demon aside and get on with what he (Cain) was supposed to be doing.

He counts it wisdom that he is a liar and a coward; for, so he reasons, this way the devil will be kind to him.

Those he cannot or cannot attempt to comprehend rationally, he (i.e., he who is irrational) identifies as gods.

The ultimate and original basis of his supposed "necessity?" The envy, greed, jealousy and self-pity of his lord and master, the ghoul.

If the grave is for him the end, then let him beware, this is indeed his end and final conclusion.

The only children in dishonest heaven are cupids, and whose innocence at the very least is questionable.

No one is a major threat to the rest of us but that they carry the devil with them.

He and all his friends can't compete with; so they say "let's get him."

A professional is someone who is supposed to be able to deal with what is going on in reality.

Censorship at its source and origin comes from spirit people; for secrecy, fear, and trickery are necessary to their plans and schemes,
and were truth to be known, it would be more difficult for they and or their followers to get away with things.

Despite what you have been told, China and Russia are not the enemy.

Even if the whole world should forget you and what you have been through, God could, would not do so.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

3. For what more glorious, or what more blessed, can happen to any man from the divine condescension, than to confess the Lord
God, in death itself, before his very executioners? Than among the raging and varied and exquisite tortures of worldly power, even
when the body is racked and torn and cut to pieces, to confess Christ the Son of God with a spirit still free, although departing? Than
to have mounted to heaven with the world left behind? Than, having forsaken men, to stand among the angels? Than, all worldly
impediments being broken through, already to stand free in the sight of God? Than to enjoy the heavenly kingdom without any delay?
Than to have become an associate of Christ's passion in Christ's name? Than to have become by the divine condescension the judge of
one's own judge? Than to have brought off an unstained conscience from the confession of His name? Than to have refused to obey
human and sacrilegious laws against the faith? Than to have borne witness to the truth with a public testimony? Than, by dying, to
have subdued death itself, which is dreaded by all? Than, by death itself, to have attained immortality? Than when torn to pieces, and
tortured by all the instruments of cruelty, to have overcome the torture by the tortures themselves? Than by strength of mind to have
wrestled with all the agonies of a mangled body? Than not to have shuddered at the flow of one's own blood? Than to have begun to
love one's punishments, after having faith to bear them? Than to think it an injury to one's life not to have left it?
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "Twenty-Fifth Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~



[Posted on Face Book]

For edge of your seat, heart pounding suspense and that keeps you guessing till about the last 5 to 10 minutes of the film, you cannot
POSSIBLY do better than Columbia Pictures "Whistler" series. 1944-1948 with Richard Dix, and based on the old radio show. Better
suspense-mystery scripts have simply never been written; while Richard Dix, at a time in his career when he was or might,
chronologically speaking, have been thought of as something of a has-been, is absolutely perfect with his marble calm, husky build
and gentle soft-spoken voice, as the typically likeable, well-mannered, nice person whom, as things unravel, it turns out has something
seriously wrong with him.
One particularly good installment in the series is "The Secret of The Whistler" from 1946; and to which a link is here attached for any
who might be interested.

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jG-RzORyJc
["The Secret of The Whistler 1946 Crime Film Noir"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

From a great album, and I saw them perform when I was in Los Angeles back in the summer of 1992 -- just before the all out war was
launched.

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3WmM-hH3Ks

["Moonchild - Shakespear's Sister"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~
[Posted on Face Book]

I leave this out where they can see it (i.e., to remind them.)

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

The rising sun and the waning moon enlightened the world; but to you, He who made the sun and moon was a greater light in your
dungeon, and the brightness of Christ glowing in your hearts and minds, irradiated with that eternal and brilliant light the gloom of the
place of punishment, which to others was so horrible and deadly. The winter has passed through the vicissitudes of the months; but
you, shut up in prison, were undergoing, instead of the inclemencies of winter, the winter of persecution. To the winter succeeded the
mildness of spring, rejoicing with roses and crowned with flowers; but to you were present roses and flowers from the delights of
paradise, and celestial garlands wreathed your brows. Behold, the summer is fruitful with the fertility of the harvest, and the threshing-
floor is filled with grain; but you who have sown glory, reap the fruit of glory, and, placed in the Lord's threshing-floor, behold the
chaff burnt up with unquenchable fire; you yourselves as grains of wheat, winnowed and precious grain, now purged and garnered,
regard the dwelling-place of a prison as your granary. Nor is there wanting to the autumn spiritual grace for discharging the duties of
the season. The vintage is pressed out of doors, and the grape which shall hereafter flow into the cups is trodden in the presses. You,
rich bunches out of the Lord's vineyard, and branches with fruit already ripe, trodden by the tribulation of worldly pressure, fill your
wine-press in the torturing prison, and shed your blood instead of wine; brave to bear suffering, you willingly drink the cup of



martyrdom. Thus the year rolls on with the Lord's servants—thus is celebrated the vicissitude of the seasons with spiritual deserts, and
with celestial rewards.
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "Fifteenth Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

After the tumult quieted down, and five days passed, the rebels against the Magi held a council on the whole state of affairs, at which
sentiments were uttered which to some Greeks seem incredible, but there is no doubt that they were spoken. Otanes was for turning
the government over to the Persian people: “It seems to me,” he said, “that there can no longer be a single sovereign over us, for that is
not pleasant or good. You saw the insolence of Cambyses, how far it went, and you had your share of the insolence of the Magus.
How can monarchy be a fit thing, when the ruler can do what he wants with impunity? Give this power to the best man on earth, and it
would stir him to unaccustomed thoughts. Insolence is created in him by the good things to hand, while from birth envy is rooted in
man. Acquiring the two he possesses complete evil; for being satiated he does many reckless things, some from insolence, some from
envy. And yet an absolute ruler ought to be free of envy, having all good things; but he becomes the opposite of this towards his
citizens; he envies the best who thrive and live, and is pleased by the worst of his fellows; and he is the best confidant of slander. Of
all men he is the most inconsistent; for if you admire him modestly he is angry that you do not give him excessive attention, but if one
gives him excessive attention he is angry because one is a flatter. But I have yet worse to say of him than that; he upsets the ancestral
ways and rapes women and kills indiscriminately. But the rule of the multitude has in the first place the loveliest name of all, equality,
and does in the second place none of the things that a monarch does. It determines offices by lot, and holds power accountable, and
conducts all deliberating publicly. Therefore I give my opinion that we make an end of monarchy and exalt the multitude, for all
things are possible for the majority.”
~ Herodotus, Histories, Book III, Chapters 80-82

~~~~~~*~~~~~~
[Posted on Face Book]

Note. I would post this at my Mabel Normand Home Page; however, some technical problem has been preventing me from logging in
there for over a year now. Despite trying everything on my end (and I do know about these kinds of things to normally fix them
myself, and for this many years), angelfire tech support can't or won't help me; saying, in effect, it is something I need to fix (not
them); which to make a long story short isn't at all true.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Psychologies Today

He is absolutely in no measure in a bad way because of his mistakes, or because he made the wrong choices, rather it is solely or
almost entirely owing to this other person being too fortunate and too well treated by fate and circumstances, that he has as serious life
problems he does, and hence the perceived need on his part to be violent.

-------------



Granted he doesn't know who this person actually is, say with respect to things like is name, identity and personal history. Yet and
even so he trusts his judgment to be infallible.

-------------

Since they know in advance they will lose the argument, they won't permit the discussion. (Simple enough.)

-------------

Yes, that's true, those are your inalienable rights, but only if you show due respect for (such as) Fred Rogers, Alex Trebek, and Scooby
Doo.

-------------

Sure they want to call and have it seem to be merely an amusing and funny little game; when, that is, they are supposed to be doing
serious prison time instead.

-------------

Theirs is not a divine mandate, but and rather a putting one over on persons; which latter are too ignorant, uninformed, timid and
irrational to think of objecting to the pretensions of the former.

-------------

But for their vandalism and violence, yes indeed you would and could safely and reasonably ignore them.

-------------

They get themselves into no end of big messes in consequence of trusting and listening to criminal spirit people, creating all kinds of
problems for themselves and others at large, while blaming the latter for not going along with them.

-------------

"All this, and MUCH more I shall give to you, but only and so long as you are not happy, just or honest in any lasting or meaningful
sense."

-------------

The vast majority of the time and viewing things from a long term perspective (if not always the short term and immediate), there can
never be an end to creativity for true artists, poets, musicians; such that they are far less worried and concerned by the accidental loss
of their work or theft or plagiarism of the same than those who are false, fake, and mediocre artists, etc.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~
[Posted on Face Book]



Note. I would post this at my Mabel Normand Home Page; however, some technical problem has been preventing me from logging in
there for over a year now. Despite trying everything on my end (and I do know about these kinds of things to normally fix them
myself, and for this many years), angelfire tech support can't or won't help me; saying, in effect, it is something I need to fix (not
them); which to make a long story short isn't at all true.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

To Rogatianus the Presbyter, and the Other Confessors. A.D. 250.

4. But I hear that some infect your number, and destroy the praise of a distinguished name by their corrupt conversation; whom you
yourselves, even as being lovers and guardians of your own praise, should rebuke and check and correct. For what a disgrace is
suffered by your name, when one spends his days in intoxication and debauchery, another returns to that country whence he was
banished, to perish when arrested, not now as being a Christian, but as being a criminal! I hear that some are puffed up and are
arrogant, although it is written, “Be not high-minded, but fear: for if God spared not the natural branches, take heed lest He also spare
not you.” Our Lord “was led as a sheep to the slaughter; and as a lamb before her shearers is dumb, so He opened not His mouth.”
Isaiah 53:7 “I am not rebellious,” says He, “neither do I gainsay. I gave my back to the smiters, and my cheeks to the palms of their
hands. I hid not my face from the filthiness of spitting.” And dares any one now, who lives by and in this very One, lift up himself and
be haughty, forgetful, as well of the deeds which He did, as of the commands which He left to us either by Himself or by His apostles?
But if “the servant is not greater than his Lord.” let those who follow the Lord humbly and peacefully and silently tread in His steps,
since the lower one is, the more exalted be may become; as says the Lord, “He that is least among you, the same shall be great.” Luke
9:48
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "Sixth Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

15. Do you, however, whom the celestial warfare has enlisted in the spiritual camp, only observe a discipline uncorrupted and
chastened in the virtues of religion. Be constant as well in prayer as in reading; now speak with God, now let God speak with you, let
Him instruct you in His precepts, let Him direct you. Whom He has made rich, none shall make poor; for, in fact, there can be no
poverty to him whose breast has once been supplied with heavenly food. Ceilings enriched with gold, and houses adorned with
mosaics of costly marble, will seem mean to you, now when you know that it is you yourself who are rather to be perfected, you who
are rather to be adorned, and that that dwelling in which God has dwelt as in a temple, in which the Holy Spirit has begun to make His
abode, is of more importance than all others. Let us embellish this house with the colours of innocence, let us enlighten it with the
light of justice: this will never fall into decay with the wear of age, nor shall it be defiled by the tarnishing of the colours of its walls,
nor of its gold. Whatever is artificially beautified is perishing; and such things as contain not the reality of possession afford no
abiding assurance to their possessors. But this remains in a beauty perpetually vivid, in perfect honour, in permanent splendour. It can
neither decay nor be destroyed; it can only be fashioned into greater perfection when the body returns to it...
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~



[Posted at the Lee's Legion page on Face Book]

Although the tree planted by John Chapman (1774-1845) is apparently barely hanging on after some 170 plus years, it still produces
apples, and is the sire of over thousands -- and counting  -- of seedlings.

See: https://www.johnnyappleseed.com/blog/chapmans-last-stand

"Appleseed" in a reproduced 1840s daguerreotype.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Some matters which -- to me -- are obvious.

"For you have said: We have entered into a league with death, and we have made a covenant with hell. When the overflowing scourge
shall pass through, it shall not come upon us: for we have placed our hope in lies, and by falsehood we are protected."
~ Isaiah, 28:15

They are not forthright or honest, therefore I don't trust them: so that to me they cannot be (true) God, heaven, or angels.



---------

We can only have a sense of the fleeting because we have an innate knowledge of the permanent

---------

Because on a given occasion we cannot digest or receive something, that doesn't necessarily mean it is always bad for us. True and
without question, some things are always bad for us, but not everything that we might think or assume to be so.

---------

True merit is rarely if ever recognized by a poor judge.

---------

Wrong doing the tyrant demands, and often and much wrong doing is done simply as appeasement, not because of any really need
otherwise. Why? Because it weakens us.

---------

In terms of "mostly," there are those driven zealously by deep and sincere love, and others simply by fear, madness and insanity.
Regarding the latter, it is required of you to credit and believe their phony thing. And if you don't, they will get all violent about it.

---------

"You turned yourself into a witch? Now what on earth did you go and do that for?"

---------

Yes, they were indeed here, and very present. But, lo and behold, now they are gone!

---------

The good old days were better in many ways, but even they, whether clandestine or openly, whether disguised and conveniently
rationalized, always had in some measure human and animal sacrifices offered to the supposed god or gods.

---------

"If it doesn't kill you, it's good for you."

Sure, since they are as much as going to kill you anyway, why not make a (seeming) moral virtue out of doing so?

---------

"Let my people go!"

To which Pharaoh responded: "No. I won't do it...and you can't make me!"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

14. Hence, then, the one peaceful and trustworthy tranquillity, the one solid and firm and constant security, is this, for a man to
withdraw from these eddies of a distracting world, and, anchored on the ground of the harbour of salvation, to lift his eyes from earth
to heaven; and having been admitted to the gift of God, and being already very near to his God in mind, he may boast, that whatever in
human affairs others esteem lofty and grand, lies altogether beneath his consciousness. He who is actually greater than the world can
crave nothing, can desire nothing, from the world. How stable, how free from all shocks is that safeguard; how heavenly the protection
in its perennial blessings,— to be loosed from the snares of this entangling world, and to be purged from earthly dregs, and fitted for
the light of eternal immortality! He will see what crafty mischief of the foe that previously attacked us has been in progress against us.
We are constrained to have more love for what we shall be, by being allowed to know and to condemn what we were. Neither for this



purpose is it necessary to pay a price either in the way of bribery or of labour; so that man's elevation or dignity or power should be
begotten in him with elaborate effort; but it is a gratuitous gift from God, and it is accessible to all. As the sun shines spontaneously, as
the day gives light, as the fountain flows, as the shower yields moisture, so does the heavenly Spirit infuse itself into us. When the
soul, in its gaze into heaven, has recognised its Author, it rises higher than the sun, and far transcends all this earthly power, and
begins to be that which it believes itself to be.
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted at the Lee’s Legion page on Face Book]

SCHOOL DAYS AND YOUTH in early America, circa 1780s and 90s.

In 1867 William Irving Paulding published the Literary Life of his father James Kirke Paulding
(1778-1860), noted early American author, brother-in-law, friend and sometimes partner of Washington
Irving, and later U.S. Secretary of the Navy under Martin Van Buren. Although I had heard of and
encountered reference to this work before, only of late did I finally get around to reading it. In the process, I
found it to be a good deal more interesting and entertaining than I had been led to expect, most particularly
so when it came to being funny. While needless to say I already and well knew Paulding to be quite the
humorist through his writings, in his reminiscences to his son (which some of the Literary Life contains) we
hear the real man, as opposed to the suitably groomed author, attired for the public address, speaking in his
own candid and every day voice. While I am not so sure, his son quite understood how funny his father was
(I have my doubts actually), the effect on myself, in any event, was surprise and laughter; for which reason
I thought I would share a brief excerpt for such who might also experience and enjoy the same.
-----------------------------------------

His [James Kirke Paulding’s] boyish days were but gloomy. “As to myself,” he says, “there was
little sunshine in my youth....For some time after the conclusion of the [Revolutionary] war there were very
few schools in our part of the country, and the nearest schoolhouse was upward of two miles from our
residence. At this country school, which was a log hut, I received my education. It was – as intimated
before -upward of two miles from home, and there I went, and thence returned every day, almost always
without a companion. I never look back on that period of life which most people contemplate with so much
regret as the season of blossoms, without a feeling of dreary sadness. From the experience of my early life I
never wish to be young again.”

He appears at this time to have been living with an uncle on Sawmill River, back of Tarrytown
[north of New York city], for the convenience of attending this school; and, there being no young people in
the house, his only companion was a dumb girl, daughter of an old soldier who was allowed free quarters
on the farm. Leading this life he became dreamy and melancholy; fell sick; was exercised with the fear of
death; and came near having his brain addled at a revival, which, he says, resulted in the suicide of a
neighbor.

“As for myself, I know not what the result might have been, had not the squire” [his
schoolmaster]“just about this time been appointed Surrogate of the county, whereupon he at once
abandoned his divine vocation of teaching the young idea how to shoot, and devoted himself equally to the
concerns of the living and the dead. On going to school next morning, a note was received from the
shepherd dismissing his flock, which signalized its satisfaction by turning the tables and benches upside
down, scattering the contents of the chimney over the floor, and themselves in all directions. I returned to
the house of my mother, and thus ended my education, which first and last cost about fifteen dollars,
certainly quite as much as it was worth.”....” The only circumstance worthy of note which occurred during
my stay at Sawmill River, and possibly gave a direction to my whole life, was my encountering among the
few books of my uncle, Goldsmith’s Citizen of the World. I read it, I believe twenty times at least, and if I
have any taste or style, I owe them to that charming work of the most delightful of all English writers.”

“At the time I returned home I was a good-sized boy, some twelve or thirteen years old. My
disposition was proud and shy.... My life at Tarrytown after leaving school was weary and irksome. The
present was a blank and the future almost a void. My mind was sufficiently active, but my body indolent.....
There was never any employment for my idle hours.... I was always fond of reading, but we had few books,
and there was no public library.” He records himself as having become “ the most conspicuous idler in the
village;” and so reckless of public opinion, that when the old folk turned up the whites of their eyes and the
palms of their hands at him and prophesied he would come to no good, it troubled him not.

About this time “my brother William had presented me with a gun, and I took to shooting, but in
rambling about the woods and fields, instead of minding my business employed myself in building castles
in the air, at which I was always very expert. One day, having cocked my gun on hearing a quail whistle, I
neglected to uncock it after having frightened the bird away, and was leaning listlessly against a tree with
the gun resting against my shoulder, when somehow or other my foot touched the trigger and it went off,
carrying away a part of the brim of my hat, but doing no other harm. The conclusion I drew from this was



that I was not cut out for a sportsman, and from that time I took to fishing which I found suited me exactly,
as I could stick the end of my rod into a rock, and indulge myself in a brown study at pleasure....

“The only time I ever distinguished myself in the piscatory line was in catching a bass twenty two
inches long, the greatest feat I ever performed. In the winter I used to set traps and snares, and on one
memorable occasion came down Tarrytown hill with five quails, a partridge, and a rabbit. Do you think any
hero returning from the conquest of kingdoms ever felt half as proud as I did?”

I have dwelt upon these particulars of my father’s childhood and boyish days, perhaps longer than
necessary; but I have done so because they furnish a key to his character and conduct throughout life, and
naturally lead on to nearly all the opinions and ideas he embodied in the writings of so many subsequent
years.

“I lived,” he says, “pretty much in a world of my own creating.” He had grown up “to the age of
eighteen or nineteen, without ever going five miles from home.” Thus he went mooning about, and passed
into the rhyming stage of existence, about as unfit for a struggle with the great world as any youth could
well be. [pp. 25-28]
=========================================

For the full text of Literary Life in .pdf, see: https://tinyurl.com/2xdw2kp2

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

Another 60s childhood memory. I remember Vikki Carr, Herb Alpert, Man Of La Mancha (1966 Broadway cast), Longest Day (movie
soundtrack), and Irish Rivers among my father's vinyl collection.

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1cpdVdAC-M

["Vikki Carr Can't Take My Eyes Off Of You 1968 restored audio"]

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mN-uA9CiV_w

["The Irish Rovers - The Unicorn" - live, 2000+?, filmed at The Port Theatre]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

You see, forsooth, that man distinguished by his brilliant dress, glittering, as he thinks, in his purple. Yet with what baseness has he
purchased this glitter! What contempts of the proud has he had first to submit to! What haughty thresholds has he, as an early courtier,
besieged! How many scornful footsteps of arrogant great men has he had to precede, thronged in the crowd of clients, that by and by a
similar procession might attend and precede him with salutations—a train waiting not upon his person, but upon his power! For he has
no claim to be regarded for his character, but for his fasces. Of these, finally, you may see the degrading end, when the time-serving
sycophant has departed, and the hanger-on, deserting them, has defiled the exposed side of the man who has retired into a private
condition. It is then that the mischiefs done to the squandered family-estate smite upon the conscience, then the losses that have
exhausted the fortune are known—expenses by which the favour of the populace was bought, and the people's breath asked for with
fickle and empty entreaties. Assuredly, it was a vain and foolish boastfulness to have desired to set forth in the gratification of a
disappointing spectacle, what the people would not receive, and what would ruin the magistrates.
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Predictive programming regarding the Manson family and related murders -- circa 1966?! You have to see this episode to believe the
several matching similarities, including scrawling graffiti inside the house once the hoodlum hippies have the hostages tied up; as they
contemplate murdering them. All of which, while by no means absolutely conclusive, strongly suggests (to me, at any rate) criminal
spirit people (and hench-person) involvement in the real life tragedies (and as I have averred and written about at this website some
years back.) Something to at least consider and think about.

Run for Your Life episode "Hoodlums on Wheels," first aired 21 February 1966  (imdb)

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

More Goomer (and related) Review



There are those who want to free up communications and those who don't.

---------

When persons who do not want to work, to have to compete, and or do not respect true merit insist on equality, we can justly suspect
the wisdom and integrity of their motives.

---------

They can empower a person, while they are covertly and systematically degrading or even killing them.

---------

They are told: be "popular," sell and make big money, have children, and only then you are a success. (But do they care about honest
truth and moral character? Not really.)

---------

They make it seem like that is what "everybody" thinks and wants, but rather and truly what "everybody" thinks and wants is only
them endeavoring to manipulate and control us all. Yes, true, many will indeed accommodate them in this, but such are invariably
dumb, unthinking people who easily succumb to a herd mentality.

---------

It is claimed God does not want you to be too happy, lest you lose sight of heavenly aspirations. Be this as it may, or be this as it may
with qualification, certainly there are those who specialize in debasing, abusing and humiliating people who without hesitation will
seek to espouse such a view.

---------

Although the mass of them would not engage in premeditated violence and malicious mayhem out of jealousy and self-pity, their most
revered and deific master would and does.

---------

Sometimes they will do things (i.e., cause problems, mischief, or worse) because they have an elaborate plan and aim in mind; at other
times, they will do such because they are upset about something (or things aren't quite working out for them), or at yet other times
simply because they are idle and or, feeling ignored, are desirous of attention.

---------

On Manichaeism or moral dualism: When you mix good and bad deliberately, the result in most instances is invariably bad.

---------

falling down drunk with childishness.

---------

They live in darkness. Is there even a question by anyone of this? The only question then is are they compelled or do they choose to
live that way.

---------

If His is in fact "the kingdom, the power, and the glory" whom or what should you ever seriously fear?

~~~~~~*~~~~~~



[Posted on Face Book]

More Beethoven. I found myself humming this the other day, but could not quite remember which symphony it came from.  Well,
here then for the record. Pardon the dumb, annoying ads. (For those who don't already have it, get AD BLOCK for YouTube.)

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQIVWhKhwPA

["Beethoven -5th Symphony, 2nd movement: Andante Con Moto"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

10. But after considering the public roads full of pitfalls, after battles of many kinds scattered abroad over the whole world, after
exhibitions either bloody or infamous, after the abominations of lust, whether exposed for sale in brothels or hidden within the
domestic walls -— abominations, the audacity of which is greater in proportion to the secrecy of the crime—-possibly you may think
that the Forum at least is free from such things, that it is neither exposed to exasperating wrongs, nor polluted by the association of
criminals...

He who sits to avenge crimes commits them, and the judge becomes the culprit, in order that the accused may perish innocently.
Crimes are everywhere common; and everywhere in the multiform character of sin, the pernicious poison acts by means of degraded
minds. One man forges a will, another by a capital fraud makes a false deposition; on the one hand, children are cheated of their
inheritances, on the other, strangers are endowed with their estates. The opponent makes his charge, the false accuser attacks, the
witness defames, on all sides the venal impudence of hired voices sets about the falsification of charges, while in the meantime the
guilty do not even perish with the innocent. There is no fear about the laws; no concern for either inquisitor or judge; when the
sentence can be bought off for money, it is not cared for. It is a crime now among the guilty to be innocent; whoever does not imitate
the wicked is an offense to them. The laws have come to terms with crimes, and whatever is public has begun to be allowed. What can
be the modesty, what can be the integrity, that prevails there, when there are none to condemn the wicked, and one only meets with
those who ought themselves to be condemned?
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

9. Oh, if placed on that lofty watchtower you could gaze into the secret places— if you could open the closed doors of sleeping
chambers, and recall their dark recesses to the perception of sight—you would behold things done by immodest persons which no
chaste eye could look upon; you would see what even to see is a crime; you would see what people embruted with the madness of vice
deny that they have done, and yet hasten to do—men with frenzied lusts rushing upon men, doing things which afford no gratification
even to those who do them. I am deceived if the man who is guilty of such things as these does not accuse others of them. The
depraved maligns the depraved, and thinks that he himself, though conscious of the guilt, has escaped, as if consciousness were not a
sufficient condemnation. The same people who are accusers in public are criminals in private, condemning themselves at the same
time as they condemn the culprits; they denounce abroad what they commit at home, willingly doing what, when they have done, they
accuse—a daring which assuredly is fitly mated with vice, and an impudence quite in accordance with shameless people. And I beg
you not to wonder at the things that persons of this kind speak: the offense of their mouths in words is the least of which they are
guilty.
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

7. And now, if you turn your eyes and your regards to the cities themselves, you will behold a concourse more fraught with sadness
than any solitude. The gladiatorial games are prepared, that blood may gladden the lust of cruel eyes. The body is fed up with stronger
food, and the vigorous mass of limbs is enriched with brawn and muscle, that the wretch fattened for punishment may die a harder
death. Man is slaughtered that man may be gratified, and the skill that is best able to kill is an exercise and an art. Crime is not only
committed, but it is taught. What can be said more inhuman—what more repulsive? Training is undergone to acquire the power to
murder, and the achievement of murder is its glory. What state of things, I pray you, can that be, and what can it be like, in which men,
whom none have condemned, offer themselves to the wild beasts— men of ripe age, of sufficiently beautiful person, clad in costly
garments? Living men, they are adorned for a voluntary death; wretched men, they boast of their own miseries. They fight with beasts,
not for their crime, but for their madness. Fathers look on their own sons; a brother is in the arena, and his sister is hard by; and
although a grander display of pomp increases the price of the exhibition, yet, oh shame! even the mother will pay the increase in order
that she may be present at her own miseries. And in looking upon scenes so frightful and so impious and so deadly, they do not seem
to be aware that they are parricides with their eyes.
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

(...not meanwhile to forget Memorial Day or, as they say, "Fudd, sweat and tears.".)



~~~~~~*~~~~~~

A note in passing.

In my last post I made mention of Bill Cosby. Now I don't know or am in a position to speak about how or whether he is guilty with
what he was indicted for; or, for that matter, whether in either case he himself might have been set up. But this I do know. I myself
was both deliberately poisoned and physically assaulted in Queen of Angels Hospital in Los Angeles and the University of
Washington Medical Center back in 1992. And despite my efforts to get these investigated and redressed, formal investigations were
refused me. Why? My guess is because criminal spirit people and on some level of participation were part of the group involved in
these attacks, and given their clout and say in how decisions are arrived at, it was not possible to investigate or prosecute these people
lest, so to speak, the cat was let out of the bag [i.e., about criminal spirit people], and which, of course is something completely
forbidden. That is and in short, if criminal spirit people are involved, the crime cannot be looked into or prosecuted; sort of like a free
ticket to get away with murder. So while Cosby, whether rightly or wrongly, can be completely embarrassed and have his career and
reputation ruined, these criminals on the other hand, are not only not brought to justice, but could and can go on committing more
violent crimes with impunity. (And this, as some perhaps will know, isn't even the half of it.)

For more details, see my "Narrative"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"Getting There" or What's the Point?

"And yet, O! precious inebriation of the heart! O! pre-eminent love! What pleasure of reason or of sense, can stand in competition
with those, attendant upon thee?—Whether thou hiest to the fanes [i.e., temples] of a benevolent deity, or layest all thy homage at the
feet of one, who most visibly resembles the perfections of our Maker, surely thy sanction is divine; thy boon is happiness!—"
~ Charles Brockden Brown, Ormond (1799), ch. XXV.

It is extremely foolish to feel bad or put out by what persons incapable of real happiness think.

-----------

"What! You didn't invite ME?!!!"

Uh oh, here comes trouble.

-----------

What then do we actually know about these people? Well, for starters they dwell in darkness and insist on secrecy as to their identity.
In addition, because they have means to commit and get away with the most aggravated murder and violence, they come to see
themselves as arbiters and representatives of justice, law and order.

-----------

Insofar as no mention is presently and in our time made of them, you will be most glad to know hoboes, tramps, organized crime, and
mad scientists no longer exist.



-----------

That far away hopeful unassuming look in the eyes of true innocence juxtaposed vis a' vis "the heartache, and the thousand natural
shocks that flesh is heir to." Strange, yes. But that is how it is. But under the rule and regime of who?

-----------

The obvious and undeniable implication would seem to be that if the person is in collusion with criminal spirit people they are
immune from both investigation and prosecution. Here then and obviously is a device and method that can clearly be worked to the
advantage of some.

-----------

Are we to understand that Peter Pan can never grow up, or else and rather that he won't?

-----------

Since you are so greatly concerned about it, exactly whose approval and respect are you talking about?

-----------

Except, that is, Bill Cosby, O. J. Simpson, and Don Cornelius, and who will do as human sacrifices on the altar of our God.

-----------

Oh, so you are going harmonize all of  the universe with and in yourself? To each his own. But now me, I would need Christ to
actually do that.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

6. But in order that the characteristics of the divine may shine more brightly by the development of the truth, I will give you light to
apprehend it, the obscurity caused by sin being wiped away. I will draw away the veil from the darkness of this hidden world. For a
brief space conceive yourself to be transported to one of the loftiest peaks of some inaccessible mountain, thence gaze on the
appearances of things lying below you, and with eyes turned in various directions look upon the eddies of the billowy world, while
you yourself are removed from earthly contacts—you will at once begin to feel compassion for the world, and with self-recollection
and increasing gratitude to God, you will rejoice with all the greater joy that you have escaped it. Consider the roads blocked up by
robbers, the seas beset with pirates, wars scattered all over the earth with the bloody horror of camps. The whole world is wet with
mutual blood; and murder, which in the case of an individual is admitted to be a crime, is called a virtue when it is committed
wholesale. Impunity is claimed for the wicked deeds, not on the plea that they are guiltless, but because the cruelty is perpetrated on a
grand scale.
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

(More) Criminal Spirit People 101

When I will have made reference to criminal spirit people, it may have seemed to be implied that I meant the conventional demons
and devils of mythic lore. But such depictions are great distortions, and to some extent are really (though not necessarily or entirely)
sorts of "costumes" or "characters" they put on to frighten people. Not that there are not genuinely spooky looking spirit people, but it
is very wrong to think they are all like that: much depending on the person in question and circumstances in which you might
encounter them. In fact spirit people organized crime have some very beautiful girls working for them, and which I was reminded of
on seeing this clip from the 1947 film "Down to Earth," with that most eminently likable of Hollywood movie stars, Rita Hayworth. In
it she plays the goddess/muse Terpsichore; who comes down to earth. Believe it or not, this, and strange as it may sound, is more what
like real hell is like -- at least as seen from the top. While the Mr. Jordan character is not in appearance similar to anything I have seen,
the sort of personality depicted in essence rings true. He is matter of fact, business like -- not, say, a ranging fiend, with blood spilling
out of his mouth making obscene gestures or threats, scaring you to death. Of note too, Terpsichore is told that being immortal she
cannot cry anymore. Now I in fact had something like this done to me. I used to be able to cry normally, but at one point in my ordeal
they did something to me physically; so that I now cannot weep like I used to, as least not on the outside, but only inside (somewhat)
and without the tears. (With the magician, at the time, actually telling me I could not cry any more.) Also, as we have remarked
elsewhere, though you might see them with your eyes, spirit people speak to you in your head, not vocally as we "mere mortals" do.



See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bi2hSIvKqzk&t=115s

["Down To Earth - End Scene - Rita Hayworth - 1947"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~
5. But if you keep the way of innocence, the way of righteousness, if you walk with a firm and steady step, if, depending on God with
your whole strength and with your whole heart, you only be what you have begun to be, liberty and power to do is given you in
proportion to the increase of your spiritual grace. For there is not, as is the case with earthly benefits, any measure or stint in the
dispensing of the heavenly gift. The Spirit freely flowing forth is restrained by no limits, is checked by no closed barriers within
certain bounded spaces; it flows perpetually, it is exuberant in its affluence. Let our heart only be thirsty, and be ready to receive: in
the degree in which we bring to it a capacious faith, in that measure we draw from it an overflowing grace. Thence is given power,
with modest chastity, with a sound mind, with a simple voice, with unblemished virtue, that is able to quench the virus of poisons for
the healing of the sick, to purge out the stains of foolish souls by restored health, to bid peace to those that are at enmity, repose to the
violent, gentleness to the unruly -- by startling threats to force to avow themselves the impure and vagrant spirits that have betaken
themselves into the bodies of men whom they purpose to destroy, to drive them with heavy blows to come out of them, to stretch them
out struggling, howling, groaning with increase of constantly renewing pain, to beat them with scourges, to roast them with fire: the
matter is carded on there, but is not seen; the strokes inflicted are hidden, but the penalty is manifest. Thus, in respect of what we have
already begun to be, the Spirit that we have received possesses its own liberty of action; while in that we have not yet changed our
body and members, the carnal view is still darkened by the clouds of this world. How great is this empire of the mind, and what a
power it has, not alone that itself is withdrawn from the mischievous associations of the world, as one who is purged and pure can
suffer no stain of a hostile irruption, but that it becomes still greater and stronger in its might, so that it can rule over all the imperious
host of the attacking adversary with its sway!
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Great Mysteries Explained? (You be the judge.)

It is sometimes suggested, while pointedly reminding us, that Nature is prone to the demonic; say, in the famous cases of bats dwelling
in darkness or sharks thriving on terror. Yet the truth may be that historically these and similar were per chance a case of the demonic
influencing nature, not a result of nature's own untampered with disposition. Certainly the possibility at any rate is worth consideration
but for the fact that it is forbidden to discuss the demonic and criminal spirit people empirically and objectively to begin with.

-----------

Sure they would say that such and such was the lesser of two evils, but that then is easily accounted for by their being habitually
dishonest, secretive, unjust, and willfully irrational.

-----------

Perspective can change anything; not least of which things we consider as misfortune or adversity. (Though not always easy to do
perhaps, still, give it a try.)

-----------

In my opinion? In the settling of earthly affairs God will go with the group that is all around most truthful, just and virtuous regardless
of orthodoxy and religious affiliation; though worldly success by no means necessarily implies God's approval. (This also will help to
explain much history or how some of history turned out as it did.)

-----------

It is the pronounced tendency of irrational people to see great good as originating and stemming from those with the greatest wealth --
rather than from God the creator. Hence atheism can be used to favor the very wealthy; for then they the wealthy take the place of
God. (The same in modern times has been used to identify the "collective good" likewise and falsely.)

-----------

"But I am afraid of these spirit people."

You and Don Knotts. While I can accept this coming from a child or a not very well educated person, is this properly becoming of
someone who is supposed to be a professional?

~~~~~~*~~~~~~



4. These were my frequent thoughts. For as I myself was held in bonds by the innumerable errors of my previous life, from which I
did not believe that I could by possibility be delivered, so I was disposed to acquiesce in my clinging vices; and because I despaired of
better things, I used to indulge my sins as if they were actually parts of me, and indigenous to me. But after that, by the help of the
water of new birth, the stain of former years had been washed away, and a light from above, serene and pure, had been infused into
my reconciled heart—after that, by the agency of the Spirit breathed from heaven, a second birth had restored me to a new man—then,
in a wondrous manner, doubtful things at once began to assure themselves to me, hidden things to be revealed, dark things to be
enlightened, what before had seemed difficult began to suggest a means of accomplishment, what had been thought impossible, to be
capable of being achieved; so that I was enabled to acknowledge that what previously, being born of the flesh, had been living in the
practice of sins, was of the earth earthly, but had now begun to be of God, and was animated by the Spirit of holiness. You yourself
assuredly know and recollect as well as I do what was taken away from us, and what was given to us by that death of evil, and that life
of virtue. You yourself know this without my information. Anything like boasting in one's own praise is hateful, although we cannot
in reality boast but only be grateful for whatever we do not ascribe to man's virtue but declare to be the gift of God; so that now we sin
not is the beginning of the work of faith, whereas that we sinned before was the result of human error. All our power is of God; I say,
of God. From Him we have life, from Him we have strength, by power derived and conceived from Him we do, while yet in this
world, foreknow the indications of things to come. Only let fear be the keeper of innocence, that the Lord, who of His mercy has
flowed into our hearts in the access of celestial grace, may be kept by righteous submissiveness in the hostelry of a grateful mind, that
the assurance we have gained may not beget carelessness, and so the old enemy creep upon us again.
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

3. While I was still lying in darkness and gloomy night, wavering hither and there, tossed about on the foam of this boastful age, and
uncertain of my wandering steps, knowing nothing of my real life, and remote from truth and light, I used to regard it as a difficult
matter, and especially as difficult in respect of my character at that time, that a man should be capable of being born again — a truth
which the divine mercy had announced for my salvation—and that a man quickened to a new life in the layer of saving water should
be able to put off what he had previously been; and, although retaining all his bodily structure, should be himself changed in heart and
soul. “How,” said I, “is such a conversion possible, that there should be a sudden and rapid divestment of all which, either innate in us
has hardened in the corruption of our material nature, or acquired by us has become inveterate by long accustomed use? These things
have become deeply and radically engrained within us. When does he learn thrift who has been used to liberal banquets and
sumptuous feasts? And he who has been glittering in gold and purple, and has been celebrated for his costly attire, when does he
reduce himself to ordinary and simple clothing? One who has felt the charm of the fasces and of civic honours shrinks from becoming
a mere private and inglorious citizen. The man who is attended by crowds of clients, and dignified by the numerous association of an
officious train, regards it as a punishment when he is alone. It is inevitable, as it ever has been, that the love of wine should entice,
pride inflate, anger inflame, covetousness disquiet, cruelty stimulate, ambition delight, lust hasten to ruin, with allurements that will
not let go their hold.”
~ St. Cyprian of Carthage (?-258 A.D.), "First Epistle"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Though I had known about it for years, I never did see John Huston's "The Red Badge of Courage" (1951) with Audie Murphy and
Bill Mauldin (some of the latter of whose children, incidentally and we learned as family lore growing up, my mother had baby-sat
way back when.) Having done so, I was surprised at how surpassingly good it is and would now definitely put it on my personal list of
among the most excellent films of all time; masterfully blending, as it does, artful psychology and story telling; earthy reality with a
dream: in short and perhaps more to the point, life with death. I vividly recall how back in kindergarten our teacher had us sing "row,
row, row your boat" thinking that it meant something, but didn't know what. This film, and naturally Crane's original novella, is like
that.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted at the William Desmond Taylor group page on Face Book]

While the film "White Hot: The Mysterious Murder of Thelma Todd" (1991), and based on Andy Edmunds' book "Hot Toddy," is
mostly pretty bad as far as actual history goes, it does near the end raise or at least imply the interesting point that if a criminal is
powerful and influential enough, they can manipulate, coerce, and control police, investigators, experts (like coroners), and witnesses.
In the case of this movie, it is alleged "Lucky" Luciano and the "mafia" were able to do such; hence the baffling and unsolved nature
of Thelma Todd's death. Even if Luciano was not himself the culprit in doing such (as is posited in theory), it does help to possibly
explain why sensational deaths and murders, like that of WDT, could go unsolved.

As well, I was reminded, and based on my own theorizing, that Thelma Todd's death may have been actuated by a desire to destroy
Roland West -- not Thelma Todd (for reasons I have written about elsewhere, including my website.) Similarly is it possible, that the
deaths of Olive Thomas (IF murder) was perhaps aimed at getting Jack Pickford; likewise Virginia Rappe (IF murder) at getting at
Arbuckle? Is it possible then that Taylor was murdered not so much to get Taylor himself, but to get someone else? West was ruined
by Todd's murder, Pickford by Thomas', Arbuckle by Rappe's. Could it then be that something similar -- and fully intended -- occurred
with Taylor's murder?

At any rate, and for what it is worth, I pass this along for conjecture and speculation.



~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 30]
Such is the true doctrine in regard of the divine nature, O you men, Greeks and Barbarians, Chaldeans and Assyrians, Egyptians and
Libyans, Indians and Ethiopians, Celts, and you Latins, who lead armies, and all you that inhabit Europe, and Asia, and Libya. And to
you I have become an adviser, inasmuch as I am a disciple of the benevolent Logos, and hence humane, in order that you may hasten
and by us may be taught who the true God is, and what is His well-ordered creation. Do not devote your attention to the fallacies of
artificial discourses, nor the vain promises of plagiarizing heretics, but to the venerable simplicity of unassuming truth. And by means
of this knowledge you shall escape the approaching threat of the fire of judgment, and the rayless scenery of gloomy Tartarus, where
never shines a beam from the irradiating voice of the Word!

You shall escape the boiling flood of hell's eternal lake of fire and the eye ever fixed in menacing glare of fallen angels chained in
Tartarus as punishment for their sins; and you shall escape the worm that ceaselessly coils for food around the body whose scum has
bred it. Now such (torments) as these shall you avoid by being instructed in a knowledge of the true God. And you shall possess an
immortal body, even one placed beyond the possibility of corruption, just like the soul. And you shall receive the kingdom of heaven,
you who, while you sojourned in this life, knew the Celestial King. And you shall be a companion of the Deity, and a co-heir with
Christ, no longer enslaved by lusts or passions, and never again wasted by disease. For you have become God: for whatever sufferings
you underwent while being a man, these He gave to you, because you were of mortal mould, but whatever it is consistent with God to
impart, these God has promised to bestow upon you, because you have been deified, and begotten unto immortality. This constitutes
the import of the proverb, “Know yourself; ”i.e., discover God within yourself, for He has formed you after His own image. For with
the knowledge of self is conjoined the being an object of God's knowledge, for you are called by the Deity Himself. Be not therefore
inflamed, O you men, with enmity one towards another, nor hesitate to retrace with all speed your steps. For Christ is the God above
all, and He has arranged to wash away sin from human beings, rendering regenerate the old man. And God called man His likeness
from the beginning, and has evinced in a figure His love towards you. And provided you obey His solemn injunctions, and becomest a
faithful follower of Him who is good, you shall resemble Him, inasmuch as you shall have honour conferred upon you by Him. For
the Deity, (by condescension,) does not diminish anything of the divinity of His divine perfection; having made you even God unto
His glory!
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book X

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvfOLXPvwp0

["Neal Ford and The Fanatics - I have thoughts of you"

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"...every day contributed to rectify some error, or confirm some truth."
~Charles Brockden Brown, Ormond (1799), ch. IX.

Heaven
Hell-ven
the outer material world
human society and other selves
the worldly self
the soulful self
Heaven, that is, if Hell-ven doesn't get you first.

----------

Although it is, as you know, all too common for everyone to assume they know, who REALLY is to blame, and who not exactly, is
not in frequently among the greatest of all life's mysteries, and this thanks to the cleverness of certain spirit person malefactors,
eluding and defying all advances in medicine, science and technology.

----------

In order to avert and draw off the stigma of being a plague themselves, they felt it necessary to concoct a real life and formally
medical one.

----------



Napoleon explained.

As much or more than anything else, THESE people respect a big ego, and this Napoleon knew. And though he did have a large ego,
he did not actually become the great Napoleon for his own ego's sake. Rather he did this in order to win their favor and or else offset
their opposition. In this way, a big ego is like a currency with them; such that Napoleon knew and was willing to barter in that coin.
But not, as we say, for his ego's sake, but to instead obtain and accomplish those things that did more truly matter to him. (Those who
know THESE people will understand what I am talking about.)

----------

Is it possible we could we think of and contemplate the end of demonism? We could now, couldn't we?

----------

What must have been billions spent on anti-virus programs. Yet how much can we figure was spent on creating viruses, and who
would have the resources and wherewithal to do such a thing?

----------

"I don't care," says one.

Another then says: "I don't care that you don't care."

We then might reasonably ask "who cares about any of this?"

----------

A: But I WANT to hope.

B: Well, don't. It isn't permitted.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 22]
Now the doctrine of the resurrection has also derived support among these [the Essenes]; for they acknowledge both that the flesh will
rise again, and that it will be immortal, in the same manner as the soul is already imperishable. And they maintain that the soul, when
separated in the present life, (departs) into one place, which is well ventilated and lightsome, where, they say, it rests until judgment.
And this locality the Greeks were acquainted with by hearsay, and called it “Isles of the Blessed.” And there are other tenets of these
which many of the Greeks have appropriated, and thus have from time to time formed their own opinions. For the disciplinary system
in regard of the Divinity, according to these (Jewish sects), is of greater antiquity than that of all nations. And so it is that the proof is
at hand, that all those (Greeks) who ventured to make assertions concerning God, or concerning the creation of existing things, derived
their principles from no other source than from Jewish legislation. And among these may be particularized Pythagoras especially, and
the Stoics, who derived (their systems) while resident among the Egyptians, by having become disciples of these Jews. Now they
affirm that there will be both a judgment and a conflagration of the universe, and that the wicked will be eternally punished. And
among them is cultivated the practice of prophecy, and the prediction of future events.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book IX

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

In Search of the Great Goomer

As best as I can tell:

* He won't feel so bad about himself if you do your part and allow yourself to be routinely and systematically degraded and
humiliated.
*He has a most extraordinary high opinion of himself. And yet in truth, if he were to somehow disappear, who would actually miss
him?
* Despite his amazing, indeed seemingly miraculous, powers they, his followers (the goomers), are ALWAYS having and causing
problems.
* Is he callous and cold blooded? (Yes, he is callous and cold-blooded.)
* The thinking is that if evil is good at magic, then evil wins. After all, isn't magic like a miracle? You know the difference between



mere (albeit highly elaborate and extremely sophisticated) magic and a miracle by who is doing it. The who, in turn, you tell by moral,
or lack of moral character. And who is it, after all, that sedulously sows discord, malice, and confusion?
* So then is it real or is it a big fake? Well, obviously, at least to those with any real intelligence, it is indeed all a big fake. However,
the idea apparently is that you are supposed to give him credit for being amusing insofar as (by his faking) he fools dumb people, and
that lo and behold look how many, many such there are!

------------

And in the end, and notwithstanding endless tragedy and a career of breath-taking wonders:

"Will the defendants please rise...Mr. Magician, Speelburg the side-kick lunatic, and Zombo from Beyond (i.e., the great
Goomer)...the court hereby sentences you to 1,000 years hard labor…without possibility of parole..."

------------

Meanwhile, I do beg your pardon, but I feel I must in all conscience add...

Those who reject right religion are like someone rejecting a seed on the grounds; that is, that it is ostensibly barren and useless. Truly
such are the very stupidest and most foolish of all people; for how utterly impoverished and destitute would society be without it; as
well all the ancients knew. That it is hijacked, distorted, misunderstood and misused is no fault of the thing itself, but rather a result of
weak moral characters and intellects adopting or rejecting it.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 21] The Essenes have, however, in the lapse of time, undergone divisions, and they do not preserve their system of training after a
similar manner, inasmuch as they have been split up into four parties. For some of them discipline themselves above the requisite rules
of the order, so that even they would not handle a current coin of the country, saying that they ought not either to carry, or behold, or
fashion an image: wherefore no one of those goes into a city, lest (by so doing) he should enter through a gate at which statues are
erected, regarding it a violation of law to pass beneath images. But the adherents of another party, if they happen to hear any one
maintaining a discussion concerning God and His laws— supposing such to be an uncircumcised person, they will closely watch him
and when they meet a person of this description in any place alone, they will threaten to slay him if he refuses to undergo the rite of
circumcision. Now, if the latter does not wish to comply with this request, an Essene spares not, but even slaughters. And it is from
this occurrence that they have received their appellation, being denominated (by some) Zelotae, but by others Sicarii. And the
adherents of another party call no one Lord except the Deity, even though one should put them to the torture, or even kill them. But
there are others of a later period, who have to such an extent declined from the discipline (of the order), that, as far as those are
concerned who continue in the primitive customs, they would not even touch these. And if they happen to come in contact with them,
they immediately resort to ablution, as if they had touched one belonging to an alien tribe. But here also there are very many of them
of so great longevity, as even to live longer than a hundred years. They assert, therefore, that a cause of this arises from their extreme
devotion to religion, and their condemnation of all excess in regard of what is served up (as food), and from their being temperate and
incapable of anger. And so it is that they despise death, rejoicing when they can finish their course with a good conscience. If,
however, any one would even put to the torture persons of this description, in order to induce any among them either to speak evil of
the law, or eat what is offered in sacrifice to an idol, he will not effect his purpose; for one of this party submits to death and endures
torment rather than violate his conscience.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book IX

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Speaking of whom...now here's what has to be one of the absolutely greatest and most brilliant pieces of music ever written and of all
time. I have known this work for years, but only recently more properly appreciated what a utter marvel and wonder it is. (Imagine,
for instance, yourself inventing, composing and coming up with such a thing.)

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwmupVj_qxg

["Beethoven: Symphony No.3 In E Flat, Op.55 -"Eroica" - 2. Marcia funebre (Adagio assai)" -- i.e., 2nd movement of symphony no.
3, circa 1803-1804; here with Herbert von Karajan.]

Note.  I actually like the Klemperer and Bernstein versions better, but I wanted a YT video which had the single movement of the
symphony.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Scraps for an Idle Sunday Evening



Nature, the heart, and the spirit can have done its part in teaching him music, but who or what could teach him how to be Beethoven
(and what that implied)?

-----------

Fame came time in form of a great crowd, but which later became embarrassment to him and that he couldn't shake off or get rid of.

-----------

A certain amount of foolish, immoral appeasement is necessary to garner fame in the and this world; though granted for some it is
more, for others less.

-----------

Whatever can be thought (and I do mean ANYTHING) can be transformed by thought.

-----------

People who don't listen to right reason, whether they know it or not, end up listening instead to persons pretending to be gods.

-----------

Is she, he, or I more virtuous, just and fair-dealing than God, the best of all judges?

-----------

There is a true heaven above, but below that also a fake one in the sky as well.

-----------

My dream is to live with people who behave themselves (at least on a most basic level), are fundamentally honest, and make some
kind of sense.

-----------

Context undeniably furnishes value and meaning. But what exactly is context and what kinds of context are there?

-----------

Who is it that says: "Don't worry, God will pick up the tab. And if he doesn't, well, you obviously deserve what you are going through
anyway."

-----------

Item:

* He takes ten dollars, and somewhere along the way gives you back one, and you are given to think what a nice guy he is after all.

* He expects to be the one to tell you how to live, but being the criminal that he is doesn't know how to live himself.

* He ruins his own life and, as likely as not, will end up going to hell; when all he ever had to do (and didn't) was mind his own
business.

* He is sunk so far down that I would not risk the embarrassment of being associated with by criticizing him by name.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~



Conspiracy Theory - circa 1798.

Proofs of a Conspiracy Against All the Religions and Governments of Europe (1798) by John Robinson. (.pdf)

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 18]
But to those who wish to become disciples of the [Essenes] sect, they do not immediately deliver their rules, unless they have
previously tried them. Now for the space of a year they set before (the candidates) the same food, while the latter continue to live in a
different house outside the Essenes' own place of meeting. And they give (to the probationists) a hatchet and the linen girdle, and a
white robe. When, at the expiration of this period, one affords proof of self-control, he approaches nearer to the sect's method of
living, and he is washed more purely than before. Not as yet, however, does he partake of food along with the Essenes. For, after
having furnished evidence as to whether he is able to acquire self-control,— but for two years the habit of a person of this description
is on trial—and when he has appeared deserving, he is thus reckoned among the members of the sect. Previous, however, to his being
allowed to partake of a repast along with them, he is bound under fearful oaths. First, that he will worship the Divinity; next, that he
will observe just dealings with men, and that he will in no way injure any one, and that he will not hate a person who injures him, or is
hostile to him, but pray for them. He likewise swears that he will always aid the just, and keep faith with all, especially those who are
rulers. For, they argue, a position of authority does not happen to any one without God. And if the Essene himself be a ruler, he swears
that he will not conduct himself at any time arrogantly in the exercise of power, nor be prodigal, nor resort to any adornment, or a
greater state of magnificence than the usage permits. He likewise swears, however, to be a lover of truth, and to reprove him that is
guilty of falsehood, neither to steal, nor pollute his conscience for the sake of iniquitous gain, nor conceal anything from those that are
members of his sect, and to divulge nothing to others, though one should be tortured even unto death. And in addition to the foregoing
promises, he swears to impart to no one a knowledge of the doctrines in a different manner from that in which he has received them
himself.

[ch. 19]
With oaths, then, of this description, they bind those who come forward. If, however, any one may be condemned for any sin, he is
expelled from the order; but one that has been thus excommunicated sometimes perishes by an awful death. For, inasmuch as he is
bound by the oaths and rites of the sect, he is not able to partake of the food in use among other people. Those that are
excommunicated, occasionally, therefore, utterly destroy the body through starvation. And so it is, that when it comes to the last the
Essenes sometimes pity many of them who are at the point of dissolution, inasmuch as they deem a punishment even unto death, thus
inflicted upon these culprits, a sufficient penalty.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book IX

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

For  those who may have missed (with Larry Semon.)

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0nzj0ANqAY

[“GOLF- (1922) Larry Semon, Lucille Carlisle, Al Thompson”]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

Not quite the knock-out as his "Pirates of the High Seas" (1950) we plugged earlier, but then Katzman, producer of both Columbia
Pictures serials, had Buster Crabbe for that one. Still "Mysterious Island" (1951) is excellent "get away" fare and leave this humdrum
world behind. But not for Jules Verne's other-worldly science fiction, but rather for the far more fantastic and likeable do-good
innocence and naivete of the early fifties. Yes, as with "Pirates" the script is unbelievable as it gets, but can you do any better than a
story with escaped Civil War soldiers and their dog ("Top") marooned on an island with a Charles Manson looking madman (yes, it
was still possible even in the fifties to grow real life, outlandish long hair and beards; though unfortunately neither the imdb or
anybody else to my knowledge identifies the actor who plays him), the inevitable pirates, the strange and indigenous Volcano people,
and a beach-head of invaders from the planet Mercury (led by one of their queens) sent as a scouting force in preparation for a
prospective take over of the planet earth? You want to get away from it all? Here's your chance.

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h32z9pGzqeU

["Mysterious Island- Chapters 1-7-"]



~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

Stavian junior. ( Not mine, someone else's pic.)

[Face Book comment: THAT poor kid didn't do ANYTHING [i.e., wrong]!

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Now since the children share in blood and flesh, he likewise shared in them, that through death he might destroy the one who has the
power of death, that is, the devil, and free those who through fear of death had been subject to slavery all their life.
~ Hebrews 2: 14-15

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 17]
All then [of the Essenes] pay attention to the president; and whatever injunctions he will issue, they obey as law. For they are anxious
that mercy and assistance be extended to those that are burdened with toil. And especially they abstain from wrath and anger, and all
such passions, inasmuch as they consider these to be treacherous to man. And no one among them is in the habit of swearing; but
whatever any one says, this is regarded more binding than an oath. If, however, one will swear, he is condemned as one unworthy of
credence. They are likewise solicitous about the readings of the law and prophets; and moreover also, if there is any treatise of the
faithful, about that likewise. And they evince the utmost curiosity concerning plants and stones, rather busying themselves as regards
the operative powers of these, saying that these things were not created in vain.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book IX

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Continued.

Where a war is a long, drawn out affair, it is very common and sometimes necessary that a general deliberately sacrifice men in order
to achieve victory; whether or not this sacrifice is voluntary or not. Famous examples of this are occurrences like Thermopylae or the
Alamo where soldiers voluntarily gave themselves to die in order that their side might win much needed time. This then, we mighty
say, is one, though by no means the only, meaning of the cross.

---------



What should be said of dogged academics erudite
Claiming to inform, enlighten, and clarify;
Yet who, nevertheless, distort, cover up, and lie?

---------

Rhetoric. There are endless tons of the stuff. But where is the pure, honest, unadulterated and rationally beholden truth?

---------

What holds body, heart and mind together if not the soul? So you see therefore, that is what the soul is.

---------

When all is said and done, what to the worldly way of thinking takes higher precedence over innocence and a most basic sense of
fairness and justice? Envy and self-pity, and this is the true root of all evil, and accounts more than anything else for why this world,
this life is or can be in as bad shape as it is in.

---------

"Poetry is concerned with universal truths, history treats of particular facts."
~ "Longinus," On the Sublime, ch. 9.

---------

During the night, someone snuck in and rewrote some of the law; so that come morning and its overseers came to apply, use or invoke
it, the law it was different (but they did not know this.)

---------

It is an curious but true fact, and that I have observed personally, that birds sometimes scold. On one occasion it was a group of
sparrows hovering in a bush; whirling around, chasing and busily chattering some ostensible offender. At another time, even more
marvelous to relate, I heard two crows incessantly cawing in protest from afar off; though at first I did not know where the sound was
coming from. It was then I looked up, and way, way up the sky, I saw them pestering an eagle who was gliding silently aloft in wide
circles. One thing that was so especially remarkable about all this was how on earth it was possible for the two crows to reach so high
an altitude. (A true story.)

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 16]
And they [the Essenes] continue in an orderly manner, and with perseverance pray from early dawn, and they do not speak a word
unless they have praised God in a hymn. And in this way they each go forth and engage in whatever employment they please; and
after having worked up to the fifth hour they leave off. Then again they come together into one place, and encircle themselves with
linen girdles, for the purpose of concealing their private parts. And in this manner they perform ablutions in cold water; and after
being thus cleansed, they repair together into one apartment,— now no one who entertains a different opinion from themselves
assembles in the house—and they proceed to partake of breakfast. And when they have taken their seats in silence, they set down
loaves in order, and next some one sort of food to eat along with the bread, and each receives from these a sufficient portion. No one,
however, tastes these before the priest utters a blessing, and prays over the food. And after breakfast, when he has a second time
offered up supplication, as at the beginning, so at the conclusion of their meal they praise God in hymns. Next, after they have laid
aside as sacred the garments in which they have been clothed while together taking their repast within the house— (now these
garments are linen)— and having resumed the clothes which they had left in the vestibule, they hasten to agreeable occupations until
evening. And they partake of supper, doing oil things in like manner to those already mentioned. And no one will at any time cry
aloud, nor will any other tumultuous voice be heard. But they each converse quietly, and with decorum one concedes the conversation
to the other, so that the stillness of those within the house appears a sort of mystery to those outside. And they are invariably sober,
eating and drinking all things by measure.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book IX

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 14]
And they [the Essenes] despise wealth, and do not turn away from sharing their goods with those that are destitute. No one among



them, however, enjoys a greater amount of riches than another. For a regulation with them is, that an individual coming forward to
join the sect must sell his possessions, and present the price of them to the community. And on receiving the money, the head of the
order distributes it to all according to their necessities. Thus there is no one among them in distress. And they do not use oil, regarding
it as a defilement to be anointed. And there are appointed overseers, who take care of all things that belong to them in common, and
they all appear always in white clothing.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book IX

[ch. 15]
But there is not one city of them, but many of them settle in every city. And if any of the adherents of the sect may be present from a
strange place, they consider that all things are in common for him, and those whom they had not previously known they receive as if
they belonged to their own household and kindred. And they traverse their native land, and on each occasion that they go on a journey
they carry nothing except arms. And they have also in their cities a president, who expends the moneys collected for this purpose in
procuring clothing and food for them. And their robe and its shape are modest. And they do not own two cloaks, or a double set of
shoes; and when those that are in present use become antiquated, then they adopt others. And they neither buy nor sell anything at all;
but whatever any one has he gives to him that has not, and that which one has not he receives.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book IX

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Points for Clarification, or chasing out snakes.

Christianity is not "Jesus;" as is mistakenly implied, and often deliberately so. Rather, it is God the Father Creator whom you only
know and come to through Jesus, and you only know and come to Jesus through and by the Holy Spirit, which is the spirit of honest
love and rational truth.

----------

As much as reasonable objections can be raised against Christianity, no one yet had yet come up with anything and even remotely as
good, beneficial, or effective to replace it with. So he rejects Christianity. He then replaces it with what? Even so, and yet among the
worst detractors of the faith are to be included those who claim or imply that they are its most devoted adherents.

----------

Likewise or similarly, he is a hypocrite, coward, traitor, slave and enemy of honest truth because he is a Jew? No, rather he is Jewish
that he might serve his master, and this for the purpose of discrediting and helping to destroy the Jews.

----------

In sum, it is necessary that something be sacred, otherwise nothing is. And if nothing is sacred, there is no life, only slavery and
bondage; though granted and of course there are those who do, nevertheless, continue to insist this.

----------

Internet and similar advertising, tattoos, "artistic" graffiti, Windows 10 updates -- these are all forms of ritual abuse.

----------

He says "It's the voice from outer space. Therefore, he must be my friend."

----------

Who is it that thinks themselves funny, and yet (in their own efforts to do so) never is?

----------

The genius of such as Dante and Shakespeare is that theirs souls were timeless, and could see timeless things. Consequently, we might
reasonably conclude, there are and truly timeless things.

----------



BOTH Joseph (Jacob's son) and Achilles believed dreams came from God. Yet never did either speak of the devil or implied they even
knew of his existence. How then can we trust what they say?

----------

And more. But for now, this will do.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

...It is the love of money, that insatiable sickness from which we all now suffer, and the love of pleasure that enslave us, or rather, one
might say, sink our lives, soul and all, into the depths; for love of gold is a withering sickness, and love of pleasure utterly ignoble.
Indeed, I cannot discover on consideration how, if we value boundless wealth, or to speak more truly, make a god of it, we can
possibly keep our natures free from its evil parasites. In close company with vast and unconscionable Wealth there follows, "step for
step," as they say, Extravagance: and no sooner has the one opened the gates of cities or houses, than the other comes and makes a
home there too. And when they have spent some time in our lives, philosophers tell us, they build a nest there and promptly set about
begetting children; these are Swagger and Conceit and Luxury, no bastards but their true-born issue. And if these offspring of wealth
are allowed to grow to maturity, they soon breed in our hearts inexorable tyrants, Insolence and Disorder and Shamelessness. This
must inevitably happen, and men no longer then look upwards nor take any further thought for their good name. And what is the end
of this process? Step by step the ruin of their lives is completed, their greatness of soul wastes away from inanition and is no longer
their ideal, since they value that part of them which is mortal and consumes away, and neglect the development of their immortal
souls.

A man who has been bribed for his verdict can no longer give an unbiased and sound judgement on what is just and fair, for the
corrupt judge inevitably regards his own interest as fair and just. And seeing that the whole life of each one of us is now governed
wholly by bribery and by hunting after other people's deaths and laying traps for legacies, and we have sold our souls for profit at any
price, slaves that we are to our luxury, can we then expect in such a pestilential ruin of our lives that there is left a single free and
unbribed judge of the things that are great and last to all eternity?...
~ "Longinus," On the Sublime (1st century A.D.), ch. 44,translated by W.H. Fyfe.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~
[ch. 11]
For there is a division among them [the Jews] into three sorts; and the adherents of the first are the Pharisees, but of the second the
Sadducees, while the rest are Essenes. These [latter] practise a more devotional life, being filled with mutual love, and being
temperate. And they turn away from every act of inordinate desire, being averse even to hearing of things of the sort. And they
renounce matrimony, but they take the boys of others, and thus have an offspring begotten for them. And they lead these adopted
children into an observance of their own peculiar customs, and in this way bring them up and impel them to learn the sciences. They
do not, however, forbid them to marry, though themselves refraining from matrimony. Women, however, even though they may be
disposed to adhere to the same course of life, they do not admit, inasmuch as in no way whatsoever have they confidence in women.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book IX

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 18]
When, therefore, Marcion or some one of his hounds barks against the Demiurge, and adduces reasons from a comparison of what is
good and bad, we ought to say to them, that neither Paul the apostle nor Mark, he of the maimed finger, announced such (tenets). For
none of these (doctrines) has been written in the Gospel according to Mark. But (the real author of the system) is Empedocles, son of
Meto, a native of Agrigentum. And (Marcion) despoiled this (philosopher), and imagined that up to the present would pass undetected
his transference, under the same expressions, of the arrangement of his entire heresy from Sicily into the evangelical narratives. For
bear with me, O Marcion: as you have instituted a comparison of what is good and evil, I also today will institute a comparison
following up your own tenets, as you suppose them to be. You affirm that the Demiurge of the world is evil— why not hide your
countenance in shame, (as thus) teaching to the Church the doctrines of Empedocles? You say that there is a good Deity who destroys
the works of the Demiurge: then do not you plainly preach to your pupils, as the good Deity, the Friendship of Empedocles. You
forbid marriage, the procreation of children, (and) the abstaining from meats which God has created for participation by the faithful,
and those that know the truth.1 Timothy 4:3 (Do you think, then,) that you can escape detection, (while thus) enjoining the
purificatory rites of Empedocles? For in point of fact you follow in every respect this (philosopher of paganism), while you instruct
your own disciples to refuse meats, in order not to eat any body (that might be) a remnant of a soul which has been punished by the
Demiurge. You dissolve marriages that have been cemented by the Deity. And here again you conform to the tenets of Empedocles, in
order that for you the work of Friendship may be perpetuated as one (and) indivisible. For, according to Empedocles, matrimony
separates unity, and makes (out of it) plurality, as we have proved.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book VII

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3327rqbWK8M



["Michele Mascitti 6 Sonatas for Violin and Cello Op.2"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

SOME REVIEW (FOR THOSE WHO COULD USE OR MIGHT NEED IT.)

Regarding Them

"The Devil offered our Lord all the kingdoms of the earth, when the condemned soul did not own one foot of the territory."
~ Ethan Allen.

"The devil is never so much a devil, as when transformed into an angel of light."
~ Cotton Mather

--------

Do spirit people have out of control, maniacal, god-emperors like Caligula or Nero? Consider this.

--------

Observe that, and in addition to their obsession with secrecy, and despite their sometimes and in a given instance not inconsiderable
knowledge and even eloquence, they will not argue points they know in advance they cannot win, and as a matter of course will
change the subject.

--------

Who claims AUTHORITY yet operates in constant secrecy, forces themselves on, and needs to hoodwink and trick others?

--------

What they do is not NECESSARY as they as matter of course imply, insist or would have you believe. Rather they CHOOSE to do
what they do; thinking it a good idea. And that I submit is not necessity.

--------

They are in SUCH a bad or pitiful way as they are, mostly why? Because:
A. Others, especially those not cooperating with them, HAVE IT TOO GOOD.
B. They are childish, irrational, and irresponsible.

--------

Straining at gnats while swallowing camels.

--------

Why don't they like the idea of "to each his own?" Because no intelligent person will have anything to do with them if given a choice.

--------

Yes, I for one agree these troubled and disturbed people SHOULD be helped. But further permitting them to carry on as violent
criminals, surreptitiously or otherwise, is NOT a good way of accomplishing that end.

--------

They will always have it seen that they were on the winning side all along, and cleverly changing sides as need be to do this.



--------

Many who claim to be the most inveterate foes of evil and injustice are sometimes their best friend. Why? Because they are casually
dishonest and irrational. All absurdities are possible to those who are that way.

--------

Against real Hell the terms to be given it, at least in your life and those close to you, must be unconditional surrender. For to
compromise with or to surrender to demons or hard core criminal spirit people is foolish; since despite what they insist, in the end and
in the final analysis you will NOT be treated well or fairly by them.

--------

If one believes ultimate reality NECESSARILY requires the approval of what "everybody" thinks, then they clearly are not in reality.

On the Church

"Having an appearance indeed of godliness, but denying the power thereof. Now these avoid."
~ 2nd Timothy 3:5

--------

Some dislike church because they think, of all things, it is immoral. In some respects this is or can be true, for the church will
sometimes favor a majority to win more widespread support, and this at the expense of truth and justice.

--------

Because God is everything, people mistakenly assume the church will or must be also, and to all people. But this is asking the
impossible.

--------

A church is only good if it is a good and honest church; just as a doctor is good only insofar as he is a good doctor. But in any event
and if you really must, reject a doctor, but it is madness to reject health.

--------

Get the spot out (i.e., "sin," that lethal wart attached to your "I"), else you might end up killing someone.

--------

As we have stated before, and bears repeating: Regarding the objection that God required Jesus' sacrifice can be explained as simply a
misinterpretation. Rather, and to put it simply, mankind made a deal or bargain with potentate criminal spirit people which Christ
liberated us from by his self-sacrifice; not unlike someone sacrificing themself to a kidnapper for purposes of releasing hostages.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

In passing -- For some to me inexplicable reason the .mp3 player disappeared from the ROF Lafayette Escadrille page some
(unknown) time ago. This has been fixed, and the music can now be heard again there.

http://escadrillelafayettespa124.yolasite.com/

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 17]
The origin, then, from which Plato derived his theory in the Timaeus, is (the) wisdom of the Egyptians. For from this source, by some
ancient and prophetical tradition, Solon taught his entire system concerning the generation and destruction of the world, as Plato says,
to the Greeks, who were (in knowledge) young children, and were acquainted with no theological doctrine of greater antiquity....



[ch. 22]
...Pythagoras then instructs his disciples, addressing them as follows: Bind up the sack that carries the bedding. (Now,) inasmuch as
they who intend going upon a journey tie their clothes into a wallet, to be ready for the road; so, (in like manner,) he wishes his
disciples to be prepared, since every moment death is likely to come upon them by surprise. (In this way Pythagoras sought to effect)
that (his followers) should labour under no deficiency in the qualifications required in his pupils. Wherefore of necessity he was in the
habit, with the dawn of day, of instructing the Pythagoreans to encourage one another to bind up the sack that carries the bedding, that
is, to be ready for death. Do not stir fire with a sword; (meaning,) do not, by addressing him, quarrel with an enraged man; for a
person in a passion is like fire, whereas the sword is the uttered expression. Do not trample on a besom; (meaning,) despise not a small
matter. Plant not a palm tree in a house; (meaning,) foment not discord in a family, for the palm tree is a symbol of battle and
slaughter. Eat not from a stool; (meaning,) do not undertake an ignoble art, in order that you may not be a slave to the body, which is
corruptible, but make a livelihood from literature. For it lies within your reach both to nourish the body, and make the soul better.
Don't take a bite out of an uncut loaf; (meaning,) diminish not your possessions, but live on the profit (of them), and guard your
substance as an entire loaf. Feed not on beans; (meaning,) accept not the government of a city, for with beans they at that time were
accustomed to ballot for their magistrates.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book V

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"Then those who have no experience of wisdom and virtue but are ever devoted to feastings and that sort of thing are swept
downward, it seems, and back again to the center, and so sway and roam to and fro throughout their lives, but they have never
transcended all this and turned their eyes to the true upper region nor been wafted there, nor ever been really filled with real things,
nor ever tasted stable and pure pleasure, but with eyes ever bent upon the earth and heads bowed down over their tables they feast like
cattle, grazing and copulating, ever greedy for more of these delights; and in their greed kicking and butting one another with horns
and hooves of iron they slay one another in sateless avidity, because they are vainly striving to satisfy with things that are not real the
unreal and incontinent part of their souls."
~ Plato, Republic, Bk. IX, 586.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

This just out from "Gun Jones Publishing"...

THE HISTORY OF LITTLE GOODY TWO-SHOES;
Otherwise called Mrs. Margery Two-Shoes
(1766 edition, authorship attributed to Oliver Goldsmith.)
with original engravings

Kindle: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08X1J5F5L

Paperback: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08WZH8KC2

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 15]
The disciples, then, of this (Simon Magus), celebrate magical rites, and resort to incantations. And (they profess to) transmit both
love-spells and charms, and the demons said to be senders of dreams, for the purpose of distracting whomsoever they please. But they
also employ those denominated Paredroi. And they have an image of Simon (fashioned) into the figure of Jupiter, and (an image) of
Helen in the form of Minerva; and they pay adoration to these. But they call the one Lord and the other Lady. And if any one among
them, on seeing the images of either Simon or Helen, would call them by name, he is cast off, as being ignorant of the mysteries. This
Simon, deceiving many in Samaria by his sorceries, was reproved by the Apostles, and was laid under a curse, as it has been written in
the Acts.

This constitutes the legendary system advanced by Simon, and from this Valentinus derived a starting-point (for his own doctrine.
This doctrine, in point of fact, was the same with the it Simonian, though Valentinus) denominated under different titles: for Nous, and
Aletheia, and Logos, and Zoe, and Anthropos, and Ecclesia, and Aeons of Valentinus, are confessedly the six roots of Simon, viz.,
Mind and Intelligence, Voice and Name, Ratiocination and Reflection. But since it seems to us that we have sufficiently explained
Simon's tissue of legends, let us see what also Valentinus asserts.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book VI

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Our Transgender Heritage

[ch. 13]
Therefore, according to this reasoning, Simon [the magician] became confessedly a god to his silly followers, as that Libyan, namely,



Apsethus— begotten, no doubt, and subject to passion, when he may exist potentially, but devoid of propensions. (And this too,
though born from one having propensions, and uncreated though born) from one that is begotten, when He may be fashioned into a
figure, and, becoming perfect, may come forth from two of the primary powers, that is, Heaven and Earth. For Simon expressly speaks
of this in the Revelation after this manner: To you, then, I address the things which I speak, and (to you) I write what I write. The
writing is this: there are two offshoots from all the Aeons, having neither beginning nor end, from one root. And this is a power, viz.,
Sige, (who is) invisible (and) incomprehensible. And one of these (offshoots) appears from above, which constitutes a great power,
(the creative) Mind of the universe, which manages all things, (and is) a male. The other (offshoot), however, is from below, (and
constitutes) a great Intelligence, and is a female which produces all things. From whence, ranged in pairs opposite each other, they
undergo conjugal union, and manifest an intermediate interval, namely, an incomprehensible air, which has neither beginning nor end.
But in this is a father who sustains all things, and nourishes things that have beginning and end. This is he who stood, stands, and will
stand, being an hermaphrodite power according to the pre-existent indefinite power, which has neither beginning nor end. Now this
(power) exists in isolation. For Intelligence, (that subsists) in unity, proceeded forth from this (power), (and) became two. And that
(father) was one, for having in himself this (power) he was isolated, and, however, He was not primal though pre-existent; but being
rendered manifest to himself from himself, he passed into a state of duality. But neither was he denominated father before this (power)
would style him father. As, therefore, he himself, bringing forward himself by means of himself, manifested unto himself his own
peculiar intelligence, so also the intelligence, when it was manifested, did not exercise the function of creation. But beholding him, she
concealed the Father within herself, that is, the power; and it is an hermaphrodite power, and an intelligence. And hence it is that they
are ranged in pairs, one opposite the other; for power is in no wise different from intelligence, inasmuch as they are one. For from
those things that are above is discovered power; and from those below, intelligence. So it is, therefore, that likewise what is
manifested from these, being unity, is discovered (to be) duality, an hermaphrodite having the female in itself. This, (therefore,) is
Mind (subsisting) in Intelligence; and these are separable one from the other, (though both taken together) are one, (and) are
discovered in a state of duality.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book VI

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Another YouTube comment (in passing)] High-power, autocratic criminal spirit people (an empirical phenomena for those who have
honestly and fairly inquired into the subject) can play as Christian, Jew, or other; and then convince the irrational that their
masquerade is true authority to Christian, Jews, or other. This I submit is at times and in certain instances the cause of
misrepresentation of faiths, and using then those faiths to serve a clever maniac's entirely amoral, selfish interest.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[Posted on Face Book]

"Pirates of the High Sea" (1950) with Buster Crabbe. Really enjoyed this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytZRqYUVaE4
["pirates of the high sea - the movie - buster crabbe"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

(For such who might find this of interest.) My response in a recent YouTube discussion on Charles Moscowitz's channel. For the
video and full chat see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ekrMUiMYlg

A "devil" by my definition would be any sentient PERSON who can persuade someone to an immoral act or to turn way from God
(and which two conceptions I take to be the same.) Now a "person," by my definition, further refers to a human being or a spirit
person; the latter implying either a so-called "angel" or in other instance perhaps the spirit of a departed person. (e.g., such as is
implied by the supposed "ghost" of Samuel summoned to speak to Saul.) To then speak of a "Devil" (capital "D") implies a person
very powerful, clever, and expert in persuasion, including the use of deception and or fear. Maimonides makes clear that "Satan," for
example, is a force, yes, but ALSO a person, Guide II. 22. Whether there can be one or more "Devils" might be open to dispute, but if
somehow only one is assumed, that is sufficient for making the point. Now while we ourselves might allow or insist that only a
Prophet, as per Maimonides, can properly confer with and speak on behalf of God, it is nevertheless possible for such else and who
think even so themselves worthy of that sacred station to receive communications from a person capable of impersonating God to that
individual. The question I then raised is, how can that person know that it is not actually God speaking to him? What method might he
use to test such an imposter (bearing in mind that an expert "Devil" can intimidate and dazzle very much as like God one might think
would or could?) For if the individual IS fooled, whether, Christian, Jew, or other, is it not possible, now with "God" prompting and
assisting them and with their perhaps in a given instance being extremely wealthy and powerful (as well as timid, gullible and stupid),
that they could be actually raising Hell while thinking they are serving God? Moreover, what steps can be adopted, society-wise, to
prevent this from possibly happening?

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 21]
But there is also with the [Asian] Indians a sect composed of those philosophizing among the Brachmans [or Brahmins]. They spend a
contented existence, abstain both from living creatures and all cooked food, being satisfied with fruits; and not gathering these from



the trees, but carrying off those that have fallen to the earth. They subsist upon them, drinking the water of the river Tazabena. But
they pass their life naked, affirming that the body has been constituted a covering to the soul by the Deity. These affirm that God is
light, not such as one sees, nor such as the sun and fire; but to them the Deity is discourse, not that which finds expression in articulate
sounds, but that of the knowledge through which the secret mysteries of nature are perceived by the wise. And this light which they
say is discourse, their god, they assert that the Brachmans only know on account of their alone rejecting all vanity of opinion which is
the soul's ultimate covering. These despise death, and always in their own peculiar language call God by the name which we have
mentioned previously, and they send up hymns (to him). But neither are there women among them, nor do they beget children. But
they who aim at a life similar to these, after they have crossed over to the country on the opposite side of the river, continue to reside
there, returning no more; and these also are called Brachmans. But they do not pass their life similarly, for there are also in the place
women, of whom those that dwell there are born, and in turn beget children. And this discourse which they name God they assert to be
corporeal, and enveloped in a body outside himself, just as if one were wearing a sheep's skin, but that on divesting himself of body
that he would appear clear to the eye. But the Brachmans say that there is a conflict in the body that surrounds them, (and they
consider that the body is for them full of conflicts); in opposition to which, as if marshalled for battle against enemies, they contend, as
we have already explained. And they say that all men are captive to their own congenital struggles, viz., sensuality and inchastity,
gluttony, anger, joy, sorrow, concupiscence, and such like. And he who has reared a trophy over these, alone goes to God; wherefore
the Brachmans deify Dandamis, to whom Alexander the Macedonian paid a visit, as one who had proved victorious in the bodily
conflict. But they bear down on Calanus as having profanely withdrawn from their philosophy. But the Brachmans, putting off the
body, like fishes jumping out of water into the pure air, behold the sun.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book I

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8rWkAS8gnA

[""I'm Gonna Climb up" from "Jack and the Beanstalk" (1965) - Prince Street Players"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

...And in most points he [Aristotle] is in agreement with Plato, except the opinion concerning soul. For Plato affirms it to be immortal,
but Aristotle that it involves permanence; and after these things, that this also vanishes in the fifth body, which he supposes, along
with the other four (elements),— viz., fire, and earth, and water, and air—to be a something more subtle (than these), of the nature of
spirit. Plato therefore says, that the only really good things are those pertaining to the soul, and that they are sufficient for happiness;
whereas Aristotle introduces a threefold classification of good things, and asserts that the wise man is not perfect, unless there are
present to him both the good things of the body and those extrinsic to it. The former are beauty, strength, vigour of the senses,
soundness; while the things extrinsic (to the body) are wealth, nobility, glory, power, peace, friendship. And the inner qualities of the
soul he classifies, as it was the opinion of Plato, under prudence, temperance, justice, fortitude. This (philosopher) also affirms that
evils arise according to an opposition of the things that are good, and that they exist beneath the quarter around the moon, but reach no
farther beyond the moon; and that the soul of the entire world is immortal, and that the world itself is eternal, but that (the soul) in an
individual, as we have before stated, vanishes (in the fifth body). This (speculator), then holding discussions in the Lyceum, drew up
from time to time his system of philosophy; but Zeno (held his school) in the porch called Poecilé. And the followers of Zeno obtained
their name from the place— that is, from Stoa— (i.e., a porch), being styled Stoics; whereas Aristotle's followers (were denominated)
from their mode of employing themselves while teaching. For since they were accustomed walking about in the Lyceum to pursue
their investigations, on this account they were called Peripatetics. These indeed, then, were the doctrines of Aristotle.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book I

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

...and they cheat at scrabble like you wouldn't believe.

(Speaking of which, for a good scrabble for PC, and really there aren't all that many, mine own present preferred is
Maven_scrabble.zip )

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

It works WHEN? (Oh well, SINCE YOU ASKED:)

Plato: All art is imitation, but Good Art imitates Ideals, i.e., that which COULD BE (and here Christians or the Christian minded
decidedly have an advantage). Bad or lesser art merely imitates what is real. What is real is a lesser version of the ideal, and therefore
inferior to Ideals as a source of or model for imitation.

----------

A MINIMUM of three dynamic, complementing, and harmonizing components.



----------

Quality of source love will, does, cannot help but show.

----------

Avoid images of images of images, and trace whatever it is to its most visceral, soulful emotion, not someone else's version of it.

----------

Process precedes image, but that process means a judge. Who should judge then you or Apollo? This needless to say is a question that
most of the time must be decided most wisely and prudently.

----------

Timing, which some say is everything, is much like the weather; meaning you can't always decide it yourself. And yes naturally there
can be groaning in waiting.

----------

There are rests or lacunae, for example, in music, and this obviously for a reason. When then? When there's need or opportunity.

----------

Granted it is only a show, even so it can't be ALL show. If it is then it can't be much good. In any event and worse come to worse at
least make it a GOOD show.

----------

God's notion or choice of excellence surpasses that of the masses; nor must the former answer to the latter, but rather the reverse.

----------

Ok so and let's face it, it ISN'T any good. But Goethe was right about one thing, LONG TERM striving will get you there. And finally,
you, we, we all, will get THERE, at least we should think so, and howsoever long it and faith takes.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Now that's strange. I was browse-find searching through my "Oracle" .pdfs of recent years, and for some inexplicable reason my
music-video posts for Peppermint Rainbow, Peppermint Trolley, Emit Rhodes ("Come Ride, Come Ride") and Gentle Soul had
somehow vanished! These should have been in the 2019 installment, but no.

Yes, I knew my life was haunted but this is too much. Oh well, and just for the record, here's at least Gentle Soul (again, at least just
for the record, and as such is now part of my 2021 Oracle .pdf.)

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWDK2pI1hZw

["Gentle Soul - See My Love (1968)"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

Certainly I have liked Constance Talmadge for quite some time now, and have a few of her films on my YouTube channel. But this
past week (for the first time) I saw "HER SISTER FROM PARIS" (1925), and which, to my surprise, had me laughing out loud (at
times), and where she utilizes some expert "mugging" and facial gags reminiscent of (a somewhat toned down) Marion Davies. If you
have the spare time, I recommend any to see this (i.e., if you haven't already). One can, however, safely skip about the first third of the
film (silent features typically require more patience than sound films) by reading the imdb synopsis to get a good idea of what the
story is about: https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0015909/



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9TvLq-Pmfc
["Her Sister From Paris 1925" with also Ronald Colman, George K. Arthur]

For some quick, ad hoc, on the fly, music accompaniment to play while watching on a separate browser tab, try:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KR5kELiYkXc&ab_channel=CLASSICALMUSIC
["Happy and Upbeat Classical Music 10 Hours - Good Morning Mozart Classical Music to Study. Wake up"]

While for the part in the movie where the Blue Danube Waltz comes up (you will know when you see it), try:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TO-BoFR-c6Y&ab_channel=DerKlaviermacher
["An der schönen blauen Donau , Blue Danube Waltz"]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 17]
Aristotle, who was a pupil of this (Plato), reduced philosophy into an art, and was distinguished rather for his proficiency in logical
science, supposing as the elements of all things substance and accident; that there is one substance underlying all things, but nine
accidents,— namely, quantity, quality, relation, where, when, possession, posture, action, passion; and that substance is of some such
description as God, man, and each of the beings that can fall under a similar denomination. But in regard of accidents, quality is seen
in, for instance, white, black; and quantity, for instance two cubits, three cubits; and relation, for instance father, son; and where, for
instance at Athens, Megara; and when, for instance during the tenth Olympiad; and possession, for instance to have acquired; and
action, for instance to write, and in general to evince any practical powers; and posture, for instance to lie down; and passion, for
instance to be struck. He also supposes that some things have means, but that others are without means, as we have declared
concerning Plato likewise.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book I

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

"...After this view of the qualities necessary to the didactic poet, and of the difficulties attending the plan and the execution of didactic
poetry; with the examples before me, of those great masters of genius, and of science, who have trodden its rugged paths with the toil
and patience of years, I have ventured with the haste, eagerness and rashness of youth, to invoke the same muse who has rewarded
their toils, and to direct my course amidst regions hitherto unexplored....May I hope to be heard?"
~ John Blair Linn (1777–1804) in the preface to his The Powers of Genius (1800)

I am most pleased to announce a NEW addition to THE LIBRARY OF EARLY AMERICAN LITERATURE, that being:

FEDERALIST LITERATI

with the complete texts of:
The Charms of Fancy (1788) by Richard Alsop
The Lay Preacher (1796, and 1817 posthumous compilation) by Joseph Dennie
The Powers of Genius (1802), with additional brief poems by John Blair Linn
and STAGE WORKS:
"The Father" (1789) and "The Archers" (1796) by William Dunlap
"Edwin and Angelina" (1797) by Elihu Hubbard Smith
~Plus "A Sketch of the Life and Character of John Blair Linn" (1805) by Charles Brockden Brown.

As explained at the beginning of the volume:
"By 'Federal Literati,' broadly, is meant: literary artists of the Federal period 1789-1801. While among them there is a pronounced
leaning, say, more toward Washington rather than Thomas Paine (and then somewhat by default Thomas Jefferson), except for Joseph
Dennie (and Alsop later on in his career), none of the authors chosen for this anthology was actively political in their writings. Elihu
Hubbard Smith, for instance, in a letter to Sally Pierce (25 Dec. 1796, see Diary, Cronin ed., p. 277) states: 'A Federalist, & a
Democrat in the party-acceptation of those terms, are equally detestable.' So that, again speaking generally and by comparison, they
saw education, culture, and or religion (note particularly the pro-church Dennie and Blair [Brockden Brown's brother-in-law] amidst
the enlightenment deists) as preferred social and national solutions over, though not necessarily at the exclusion of, contemporary
party politics; which last aspired or pretended to ideals, but (as far as the ‘Literati’ were inclined) were all too human and necessarily
utilitarians of the moment in practice."

All the authors in this anthology knew each other or else were all in some way connected to Elihu Hubbard Smith’s Friendly Club in
New York city. Except for William Dunlap, all died at a very young or else relatively young age; with their works being quickly
superseded by the likes of Washington Irving, James Fenimore Cooper, William Cullen Bryant, et al. Moreover, and except by
specialists, these writings have been largely passed by not long after they first appeared. Consequently, it is no little gratifying to me
now to give these "Federalist Literati" a second chance. Though I would not expect a wide interest in this book; yet among those who



follow the history of the early United States and or early American literature, these works are good to better both as instructive and
enjoyable reads, and at the same time worth having as a collection. I feel that way at any rate, and for one am very glad to have them
available in this newly revived form.

Kindle: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08T9YQNMC
Paperback: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08T48JFTG

----------------------
The book's cover portrait is of Joseph Dennie.
----------------------

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

I love what our archbishop here in Seattle said in a homily (and which also, as it happened, was in a mass online, covid and all) this
past week:

"We have only to recognize the victory of Jesus,* and to claim this power as our own."

(That also applies btw to victory over any and all criminal spirit people.)

The same with His peace.

Amen!

* N. B. NOT to be confused with the Holy Hooligan (spirit person.) How then does one tell real from fake? By way and means of the
Spirit of honest Love and Truthfulness.

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 16]
...And people affirm that Plato says, that some things are without a mean, that others have a mean, that others are a mean. (For
example, that) waking and sleep, and such like, are conditions without an intermediate state; but that there are things that had means,
for instance virtue and vice; and there are means (between extremes), for instance grey between white and black, or some other colour.
And they say, that he affirms that the things pertaining to the soul are absolutely alone good, but that the things pertaining to the body,
and those external (to it), are not any longer absolutely good, but reputed blessings. And that frequently he names these means also,
for that it is possible to use them both well and ill. Some virtues, therefore, he says, are extremes in regard of intrinsic worth, but in
regard of their essential nature means, for nothing is more estimable than virtue. But whatever excels or falls short of these terminates
in vice. For instance, he says that there are four virtues— prudence, temperance, justice, fortitude— and that on each of these is
attendant two vices, according to excess and defect: for example, on prudence, recklessness according to defect, and knavery
according to excess; and on temperance, licentiousness according to defect, stupidity according to excess; and on justice, foregoing a
claim according to defect, unduly pressing it according to excess; and on fortitude, cowardice according to defect, foolhardiness
according to excess. And that these virtues, when inherent in a man, render him perfect, and afford him happiness. And happiness, he
says, is assimilation to the Deity, as far as this is possible; and that assimilation to God takes place when any one combines holiness
and justice with prudence. For this he supposes the end of supreme wisdom and virtue. And he affirms that the virtues follow one
another in turn, and are uniform, and are never antagonistic to each other; whereas that vices are multiform, and sometimes follow one
the other, and sometimes are antagonistic to each other. He asserts that fate exists; not, to be sure, that all things are produced
according to fate, but that there is even something in our power, as in the passages where he says, "The fault is his who chooses, God
is blameless; "and "the following law of Adrasteia." And thus some (contend for his upholding) a system of fate, whereas others one
of free-will. He asserts, however, that sins are involuntary. For into what is most glorious of the things in our power, which is the soul,
no one would (deliberately) admit what is vicious, that is, transgression, but that from ignorance and an erroneous conception of
virtue, supposing that they were achieving something honourable, they pass into vice...
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book I

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

It's Hip to be Hip...in 1966

Although it certainly had it's share of "bad," like any era, including a sometimes mediocre and bad taste culture, I never cease
otherwise to delight in and go time traveling to the sixties. It was that colorful, daring, and mind-altering transition period bookended
by the relatively conservative late 50s and the wild out of control (yet, all in all, not so bad as recent decades) early 70s. For one thing
there is so much and so much variety to take in, whether for children, young people, or adults -- just name the medium. Take
television for example. Thanks to DVD I can now see TV series which as a child growing I never even knew existed. Two I want to
take the opportunity to mention, and that I recently acquired as collections, are "Run for Your Life" (1965–1968) with Ben Gazzara



and "The Name of the Game"(1968-1971) with (as off and on regulars) Gene Barry, Robert Stack and Tony Franciosa. Again, don't
get me wrong, such tv series as these are not without flaws, nor are they without a heaping helping of what now seems very corny. Yet
the magic, outdated social commentary, and no little interesting guest star performances -- they're all there! I don't need to say more at
the moment, but else check out the pilot movie for "Name of the Game." Watching it now is, well, not unlike visiting a different
universe. Definitely worth viewing if you haven't already seen it and are just a little curious.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkomUr41YhU
["FAME IS THE NAME OF THE GAME - TONY FRANCIOSA -JILL ST JOHN" -- (1966) also with a very young Susan St. James,
and Robert Duvall.]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

...And he [Plato] admits natures (such as those) of demons, and says that some of them are good, but others worthless. And some
affirm that he states the soul to be uncreated and immortal, when he uses the following words, "Every soul is immortal, for that which
is always moved is immortal;" and when he demonstrates that the soul is self-moved, and capable of originating motion. Others,
however, (say that Plato asserted that the soul was) created, but rendered imperishable through the will of God. But some (will have it
that he considered the soul) a composite (essence), and generable and corruptible; for even he supposes that there is a receptacle for it,
and that it possesses a luminous body, but that everything generated involves a necessity of corruption. Those, however, who assert
the immortality of the soul are especially strengthened in their opinion by those passages (in Plato's writings), where he says, that both
there are judgments after death, and tribunals of justice in Hades, and that the virtuous (souls) receive a good reward, while the wicked
(ones) suitable punishment. Some notwithstanding assert, that he also acknowledges a transition of souls from one body to another,
and that different souls, those that were marked out for such a purpose, pass into different bodies, according to the desert of each, and
that after certain definite periods they are sent up into this world to furnish once more a proof of their choice. Others, however, (do not
admit this to be his doctrine, but will have it that Plato affirms that the souls) obtain a place according to the desert of each; and they
employ as a testimony the saying of his, that some good men are with Jove, and that others are ranging abroad (through heaven) with
other gods; whereas that others are involved in eternal punishments, as many as during this life have committed wicked and unjust
deeds.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book I

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8ULXUz7iI8

["Handel's Messiah -- And the glory of the Lord shall be revealed"- London Symphony Orchestra, Sir Colin Davis, Tenebrae Choir]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

On Scaring People and Faking Them Out as Means and End to Empire

Few or no one realizes it was NOT all fraud and trickery. Rather what makes some indignant is that we won't accept fraud and trickery
as legitimate means to an end.

-------------

It is not them. They, or rather and indeed a tiny few of them, are merely the host, and even then it is the malignant disease they are
carrying, not themselves, that is the problem.

-------------

Almighty God or Devil?

"Well, for cryin' out loud, HOW do you expect ME to know or tell the difference?"

-------------

It is well to be reminded (myself included) that oftentimes we fuss or unduly bother over something without sufficiently realizing that
there are or may be multiple alternative choices and or solutions to the given problem or dilemma.

-------------

If it is faked means it isn't real. And ANYTHING can be faked if a person is unwise and or timid enough to be fooled.



-------------

The wonders of criminal spirit people are elaborate, clever, and manifold. But then so by its nature is advanced technology. I for
example discovered recently that images spirit people use in visions are based on recorded images or impressions; though the illusion
is created that they are impromptu or spontaneous.

-------------

Don't you see what has happened? He has turned you into a zombie; in order that you might torture, abuse, and hound others, and this
for purposes of serving the aims of an envying, narcissistic, self-pitying master (whose days, in truth, are numbered.)

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mhErlahGsK0

["John Taverner - Slava tebie kontakion (Akhatist of Thanksgiving)" - note the author of this Eastern orthodox church based choral
work is actually modern English composer Sir John Kenneth Tavener (1944–2013), NOT John Taverner (c. 1490–1545), Renaissance
English composer named in the YouTube description; and from the 1994 CD "Tavener: Akathist of Thanksgiving."]

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[ch. 16]
Plato (lays down) that there are three originating principles of the universe, (namely) God, and matter, and exemplar; God as the
Maker and Regulator of this universe, and the Being who exercises providence over it; but matter, as that which underlies all
(phenomena), which (matter) he styles both receptive and a nurse, out of the arrangement of which proceeded the four elements of
which the world consists; (I mean) fire, air, earth, water, from which all the rest of what are denominated concrete substances, as well
as animals and plants, have been formed. And that the exemplar, which he likewise calls ideas, is the intelligence of the Deity, to
which, as to an image in the soul, the Deity attending, fabricated all things...So far forth, however, as body is supposed to be
compounded out of both many qualities and ideas, so far forth it is both created and perishable. But some of the followers of Plato
mingled both of these, employing some such example as the following: That as a waggon can always continue undestroyed, though
undergoing partial repairs from time to time, so that even the parts each in turn perish, yet itself remains always complete; so after this
manner the world also, although in parts it perishes, yet the things that are removed, being repaired, and equivalents for them being
introduced, it remains eternal.
~ Hippolytus (c. 170–235 A.D.), Refutation of All Heresies, Book I

~~~~~~*~~~~~~

[or565]


